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^'C^IS'CLiP" 

This.- work is.; the- first attsmpt at a. oomprehe.nsiv.e.- sur-- 

vey of' a- hitherto- neglected part, of the world;,..    3jec.ait.sjB; Q£' 

wartime- necessity we- could, not; wait: another year to- ac,cumr* 

ulate a; more.- ej3ct:engi;^s.- body of" dafia^. and oon;sQq«ejatly= the.- 

work is; inccra.pl et:e>    Mast of the- detailed; analysis;., conc,ernS' 

• The.- AnglprEgyptian- S'üd-än> whose- weathery thpugh- le.ast: silgr' 

nif&can-t-aeronaufepally;,; is^ mete.orolpgiically most difficult: 

to explain-,   Vi/hetever-- possible- the; reasoning: was.-- e3Ct:e.ndfe„d: te>< 

include- other regions; as/ well..   The- last chapter- attempts;. 

to-broaden the, range; of. t;he- study by classification- of'the. 

region into- five- h<3EOgene.ous.- weather zones: and by brief dis- 

cussion of the problems of' each zone.:] we- have. caiKlssL th.i?- 

'•Dynamic; Citimat:oipgy"j because, it: iß; an interpretation of;' 

climätologriö-al. data in terms; -of" the- cirCHlati.on.. 

• An- effort has; been made.- tp ke.ep- the; text descriptive, 

and-,uninterrupted by discussions- of techniques, unless; they 

contribute materially to the- comprehension!.    Such- matters, 

have- been- relegated to- the- appendices;. 

The results^ of this- study may be generalized into five, 

fundamental principles; of tropical meteorology? 

1,: The diurnal, insolation proc.e„s;s; is, so; piowerful that- other?' 

effects--are-masked.    It. is-. thei-trfOre necessary to-remove; di- 

urnal, variations: in- order- to analyse important, changes-... 

2.. Blpw is; e3ctr.eme.ly non-rgradient both- in direction;, and vejk- 

-" it — 
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P-City.,   Ihdgsd;,, it may bet stated; that, the,- assumption of' grar- 

dient motion ig least applicable in; low; latitudes^, arid,. since; 

the- isobars pften dp note £qfle,ot, the, real flow* refined meth.-' 

ods of windi analysis; are; ne.ee ssary«, ! 

' 3v- The- usual dssÄcäptiprn of the, tropics a® a region of cha- 

qtic- conveptiye circ^latiqnsi is corre.ct as; fair- as; if g^ea hut 

is ine.qmple.te; £vndi therefore- nai.sl.ead3i.ngn,   Hh.a connective: cit?-- 

'öupaifetpös.! ace, supe^inig>.qs.e_d] on; systematic; eddies; of varying; 

degrees: of magnitude-«   The-"largest scale- eddies- constitute; the., 

prevailing; normal qir.qulatip.h; which ig; here; called the- 

^stationary"' type; of circulation».,   Pejc-io4icälly there' occur- 

widgs^r^ad; disturbances of the; st^ionar-y/ circj£feation>,   These- 

are.- nqt always- well marked in the- isqbaric* patterns..,, but- their, 

existence- is evidenced by change.?-- ini the wind's; aloft», . 

•&., Ipterheaisph-eric exchange; of mass and- momentum is; not fflere— 

ly. an aqafemie; pr^blem^ but a very- real and impqrtant- phenqmr- 

enonj; it determines the character of the- infeertropioal frqnt 

1*^- and controls- its fluctuations;,, 

5& TPL the- winter season the westerlies- of middle- latitudes; 

frequently invade the continent of Africa* and "polar" front 

activity sometimes extends, almost tq> the equator», 

Although no- information; is available, which proves pqs*- 

itively that the air- called »Indian. Ocean air"1- inu-this- paper 

actually originates in the Indian, Ocean,, the. probabilities:   = 

are- in-, favor of this- hypothesis^.   Hjsnc.e>; for lack of a hotter 

name;;,, the; tigle "«Indian Ocean-i a.ir,,J is; used! throughout.., 

-   c '" = -, ii ^    ' 
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This. work, was, begun; in November 1.942. when. -Major Solpt; 

was assigned to. the Sudan Meteorological Service at; Khartoum. 

It progressed, slowly- until, the. 19th Weather- Region: Weather- 

Research Qenter was; established at Wkd-i Seidna, AnglQ-Egyp— 

tian, Sudan in May-1.943., In September 1943' the research, cenr- 

ter was.- moved to Accra,.. B;..W..A...-,, where, the. final, draft of this; 

paper was completed». The scientifi& staff of the res.earch 

Qenter has-, varied from.; time to. time,, but the.(bulk; of; th© work: 

was; performed by the following technically trained, weather 

Magor Samuel B;. Solpt, Director of Research;., 

1st Mi,. Justus; Chancellor-,. I.IT,. Research; Associate;., 

1st; Lt. Guy L.,. Fairbanks-,. Jrv,.-Re.se^ch;As,6.Qeiat:e,,, 

The forecasting staff of the Wadi Seidna base. weather 

office deserve^ credit for their' advice and; criticism-.. The- 

enlisted personnel of the research staff worked, hard and 

faithfully at routine tasks under trying circumstances;. S/S'gt*- 

W. H* Morse, is especially commended for high qualityjof_per-- 

formance of' work not ordinarily entrusted to men of' his- grade;. 

"The staff of the Royal Air Force, under the. senior meteorolo~- 

g-ical.officer, S/Ldr». R. M. Hay,-and. the. Sudan Meteorological. 

Service under the direction of Mr, W., Ireland are thanked for- 

their whole-hearted cooperation. Acknowledgement is- made; to- 

Mr* E.. 0. N'orr-is:,. assistant government meteorologist, for 

the consistent courtesy and patience with which he acceded 

to- our requests-., F/tt.. Arc)5b.old,. Royal, Air- Force,,, assisted 

-- iii -» 
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in. the early stages o£ -the work>. and El. Fandi EÖJendi, the- 

noted: 'Egyptian meteorologist,, was helpf ul with suggestions 

an<S eroticisms..' Finally the entice project, was. made possible 

only through the foresight and good will .o£ Gol.i Ei F«. Fulton, 

Regional Control Officer,. 19th Weather Region.. 
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ADDENDA 

During the full year which has elapsed since, the completion, 

of' this woric a. great, amount, Qf additional data,, together with a, 

' significant increase in forecasting .experience, haye resulted, in. 

a. more detailed understanding of the weather problems of Qen-tral, 

.Africa,,    In addition.,  there has. been an exchange, qf" ideas, with; 

students, of other tropical, r-eg-iens;, as; weil äs the suM%s;s~iöji, oX. 

this., paper to rather "extensive professional  criticism;.    These 

factors-have tended ,t.o confirm, the ba.sic ideas expressed in t-his. 

regört.    However,.= it was. found desirable    to; include certain 

modifications- in the form Qf= addenda-. • 

1„   ited. öea Trough    (Par. j>).    The concept of the Red ;Sea. 

trough as an inactive dynamic- front, is.- val;ia in the tropics.. 

However, it has recently oeen discovered that. It,s northern, ex- 

tension in the vicinity of the Sinai Peninsula often becomes an 

_a-etive< discontinuity between the warm and. relatively moist air to 

the east, and the cold.t continental air to the west.    Here the 

front would,   of course t  slope, up ward to the west.    Activity along. 

this, front produces rain, moderate  to severe thunderstorms,, and 

turbulence in the winter season. 

c 

2.    Source of rEarmat-tan    (Part 5 and Chapter-V')'.    Throughout- 

the   discussion of harma-ttan haze it is stressed that the  s'ource 

of cold air is the- Russian,  or Asiatic,, air mas.s.,  and this;-i a 

pro.vc.-t. to be true in the- example, cited,    Purther experience-, 

however-, has shown, that: while this  source of cpl.d air produces. 

-• v - 
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•th.e.: most widespread, form of harinattan haze;,, there; is another: type- 

"whä*Qh: i:s; as.s40i-at.eA with the prevalence; pf this; php:npme:np.K. in-. 

liigeria and. 'rf.e.at Africa-..   This arises; from-, an iatenaification. and', 

southeastward extension, of the; Azores .High*.,    3.:o.th the dyi-iam-ic; and:, 

thsrMPäynamic discussion, ape. still. appiicabl.e^tQ* this case, as-. well.. 

Of; the two typps- of harmattanf haze the latter ia tyis wore common, • 

form.,. ^Jsh.ough its "effect; is Iccaliscd. üB* the: w.e.sib:crjx part of 

J>\   keditvrranaan. Low    (par. •§;)":«,   Se.ce-n.t inye:st%ptions} 

hy.vev shown th&t tiic ikedite.5ran0.wn. "hffni: is.. rc.a!cly> gß-ncrcted es; -ass. 

öpe..-. w-yvc- cyclone**v   Epwever,  insofar as, this- affects, the- 

wcv.thor of Central Africa,  it -merely emplra sizes- ati'll further the 

i-mporfc.ji.ce of. the  sur&e of coifed, air from the _orth... 

c   ki.   'BxroiX .in.. Ihi;cr-tpopiec,i Jj^ont    (par.. §$..    "The complete 

öro-...k; in the inter tropical front. along the P.c;d So,-, Goi.st"' i.a a 

statement which evidently requires- clarification in view of 

querst isms-, which have. often put to the. author-.    She. discontinuity 

certainly exists aloft,   out because of the: rugged^ topography it: 

is sometimes very difficult to- locate, on the. surface.    In such 

cases some analysts omit "this portion, of the front from the  sea 

iev&l charts. - 

* A Study of Harmattan Haz.e at-Maiduguri,, Algeria:,, by Gapt... 
Thomas-P. Göndron, Research üeotlon., lGjth to eather itegion, 
ixeport it at. 4, January 1944. 

c : 

** gore casting. feanu^J,. -: Tripoli', to Karachi. - Part; I -• October,, 
. i*Ovemb;er<-,. December.;. He-search Section,, läth Weather, ^e^iem-,. 
" October19/44,.. ' 
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5-.    Ea&terly wave   (Pjär:. 11..,. Ji., SS)'..    I:n th> discuissicn: of" 

thR circulation during,, the. ijafcny season. i,t i-.s~ shewn: that there 

are two CRIIä,. an aii-ti.cyclo.atft cell, e.as-t of JB.1 dasher,, and, a cyclon- 

ic cell, wast    Qf El Gro,nc.ina-...    Et. is- explained in* great- detail that; 

raiiifaLl in. the? Sudan i;St- produced., by a distortion: of the- circul,-.   - 

«ti-oa f-roia auticyclonic to.- cyqlo.ni.Q-.    Qn. the- other h&nd'.,. it is 

pointed cut'that general, rainfall. ,(,o.r- "Line s&uali;s,,,;) in. the 

Ytes&crn por-t-i-e^ Qf" Central. Afjr-iea. is produced, merely by an. in~. 

teastf icaMcn of the- already- exis$ing^ cycl.pS.ic.- c;ircula-t-iQn>.    Tjie 

dosc-piptiön is. in terms of. isca-tjfcö.pic fl,o.w and i,s; deduced from, 

the ob served theriaedy namic properties; o£ the. various int eracting; 

air masses;.    I:t i-s= apparent:,. heweve-r-,  that, th*. cyclonic cells; 

(or "moist tongues")' are- identical, with easterly waves,  as-, des- 

cribed by- Richie- and ether meteorol.ogis.ts~ of the InsM-tufeg of • 

Tropical, keteorology.    Thus.-, the. theory o.f rainfall, in Central. 

Africa may- bo- re.st.ated. as.' follows:    whereas,    in. the western port- 

ion of Ocntr.-J. Africa an easterly wave- is. pv duped by an injene- 

ificafeion of the ex-i-st.-ing. circulation.,, in th •. cas-torn_part. o.f 

OcntrCti Africa it rpqui-res a large. scale disturbance of the normal, 

circulf.tion to produce an ca&terly wave. 

1 

6..    Harmattan Haze Jcont    (Par. 32 c and 55).    The hormattän 

haze front, which is: a discontinuity between the  cold dry haze air 

to: the north, and the relatively warmer- maritime ai.r te the- south, 

has been found to be. so persistent during the dry season in Wes;t 

Africa,  especially in Eigeria,  that it, ma-y;cb,c regarded as; pr,acW 

ip.ally a- quas-i^-stationery £r,ont.. c 

-. Vl'l. 
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7'.    Local JUiQwixig S.and   (ijar»  40;)..   The; pjcobiLem. of l_o.cal bio.W~ 

iag. sand, is; indeed very .coragl.es.» . At: Ade.it,  al.ane:,. fcur different: 

types.: of sandstorms^ wejce discovered..,   fcany fact-ors;,  sp.ch as; soil, 

condition,  i-nsjotafeion;,. humidity-,  and. previous:, rainfall s.e.em: fee; 

affect the- crrifeical. velocity..    Et is; better-,   therefore,  fee- fehinic. 

in. t-erm.s; of' a; critical range; of: veLccitie-s: than a single cr.-ifei..al. 

velocity..    Ihia pEobiep. is.. 'Twang. intensively stud-tad at present. 

&.. _ Hab/och:   CSäs-.. 42;»!.,    "AR 2p^cip;ifeatri.o.n: f.dtlls; from, the. cl.cud. 

b;ä-Rö':it p-vap.ora.te.R- a.n.d^ C.O.C£L& the; air- underneath >o ifes; w.e.t. hulb; 

' temp.escaiur.e.'!-..    £t has>- been po.intö.d oytfe by Lt.., 'gpJU_ 2^. 5ol.ziaan; that 

th-is- is; a co,nJiX'.o.vo.Krs?ial. point,,, and. Bot a ne.CÄas.acy condi.ti.on. to. 

the theory of -the habeobv 

January Jg'Ujj 
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GENERAL GaRem^oieE IN; T?HE EG^ER. TROPOSPHERE 

1*I • Rainfall, regime; may- he: used as a. logical, basils for- 

seasonal, classification! of the,- annual, weather' cycle; in. Central 

Africa,    Ex addition to: the: Dry and Rainy. Seasons; it is. poss- 

ible/ to. identify two: intermediate: periods; which may be- des.!-, 

ignatedi as the) Ssasons of Approaching; Rains and! -t,he= Season of 

Retreating- Rains.^.   The; exact, periods and! durations of. theses 

vary- with: each locality^ hut„ ins general,, this classification, 

agrees; \veli with the- seasonal, trend of the; general circular 

tion..   For- the; Sudani in particular- the- seasons- are: as follows:; 

Dry Season,. No.veinb.er through Aprils Season, of Approaching; 

Rains;,. May and «Tuns;;; Rainy Season,. July and August;; and Season, 

of Retreating; Rains,. September1 and1. October:., 

Z»; DR£ SMS.W:,:   The. Dry Se.aso.ri: circulation, is dominated 

by two large-scale, anticyclones (-Etg:.!)!;;, both of' these,, the* 

Sahara and Arabian; highs^. are' integral parts of the- general 

-hemispheric circulation..    The: Sahara high is;.§in~extensiön' of 

the. Azores anticyclone; and is therefore dynamic' in character'. 

Hence the anticyclonia circulation extends to. high le.veis 

and,, as a result of large-scale subsidence.,, the air' is-, dynam- 

ically heated: and derS=sie-a-feed.. - Thus the Sahara, high is. vh& ul- 

timate, causo sf" the hot,, dry desert climate;», ^The Arabian', dy- 

namic; high has- ä, similar structure and. produces' the. same; ef- 

fects over' Arabia*, 

*3rr* zf-TttrfTp' rr&XrTnr?-&>~*•~ "fV7*Zrvir£ *x$rr~v*"£ 



3"-*. The two anticyclonic circulations cony-ergs towards 

e.ach other to- form a-trough,.- 

ling^sr^-stratipiiai'y. frxinfe», 4ä&hpugh>. because of" ins-uffieient, 

data-, the. exact. setfeaee.- of the*-disc<aniiauä=t5p is< not fully unr- 

derstpod,. it seems probable, that «rgH&s-t»«) cir/ouiatieftsr-bfafc. 

•wgBfrarm riwg-n.ji'KniiiU. tgr Iru^qy-^ve^s-. apd- hßnae.--.tho ••ffgontal— 

«asfae^ slppes; upward; to- the east... ^pwgveig^ Siinoe the; therjüpr-- 

dynamic: differences;- between- the tjwe-- air masses; are* very/ slight..^. 

mixing- will, readily, täte-place, and; the- front- is- inactive'.    It. 

is; an- accidental; fact that, this; frpnt: Iie;s; along. tSae;- Re,ck S.ea. 

Coast and;;that the; topography adjacent: to- the coast is high 

and rugge.d>.   It: seme, times;. :hajjpensi tjjat: the. eastern current; 

has-- had a long- trajectory over- the northwestern Indian-, ocean,, 

thus producing a iapisture discontinuity in the. surface layer.. 

The. moist, air- -moving, upslppe walfl at times produce; orcgräphic 

rain or fQg>in the Red. Se.a Hills..    This, must not be confused1, 

with trfie- true dynamic front..   •Srr4g-impo.iita-fi%^e-H£M?e@gfeer that 

tfas>-^fea^.ugh"is?^ri..Miduac..d circulation and that -itra pcsitipn^is 

of great significance, as; a. guide, to- the relative extension of 

the two anticyclones.-. 

U.    A low pressure area, characterized_ by extreme= hori- 

zontal, convergence and intense, convective activity,, is cen- 

tered at. 10/ degrees north latitude.    Because, the. low is ther- 

mal, its position and intensity Vary diurnally^. s&ä-phe- flow 

is ext£emely_npn-gradiejit_in^character..   Although- the. instan- 

taneous- flow patterns- may at: times- indicate: strong; flaw, in 

'. -2. -• 
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some particular direction, the. diurnal wind variation tends 

to produce motion in the form of eddies. 

5*    Later in the Dry Season wave cyclones tend to develop 

in the Mediterranean Sea, move eastward and occlude very rap- 

idly.    This region is' a potent zone of-wsw» cycl.ogenesis; be-*. 

<eegtse~of Lhu pi-*jximity of tho-wam-mois^geditergajfiean air ^ 

^fco-the cold, dry -eontinfn t,al air • -• When the. outbreak: of' the 

Asiatic air mass is of sufficient intensity a strong, cold; 

front develops, which sweeps across- Africa...   This constitutes 

a. "disturbed" type of Dry Season weather and will be further 

discussed in. Chapter V> 

6..   The mean January flow chart (£ig>.2)< agrees well 

with the typical surface, chart (Fig.l).    The. Sahara, and 

Arabian highs; as well as the- trough, line, between them are 
c 

cisar-iy marked.    There is also a very definite cyclonic cir- 

culation in the Mediterranean region..   The flow patterns in- 

dicate intense horizontal convergence in the vicinity of' the 

thermal low. •- The shallowness of the low awd' tha-«Qn«"gred-i-en^" 

^Higgaeter of • t.htrT£tn^-rjt4 evidenced:iby the fact that, in a tejn 

thousand-foot layer the circulation is actually anticyclonic 

in spite of the existence of a low pressure center at sea 

level.    It is important to note that the air mass sources, are 

the same on both sides of the low and that, therefore n© front;. 

exists here.    T4*i* again bgags .out Uho concluulOK "that bhe 

•low?, is- puroly--thejmajbr   One aao. Slso^ infer from this chart 

that there- is; a net transfer of moaoniuw from the. northern to- 

-3 - 
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the southern hemisphere during this season*. 

7i SEASON OF..APFRQACHIM& RAINS-, During the Season, of Ap- 

proaching Rains the Sahara high, still a prominent feature of 

the circulation, has shifted northward, the axis now, being 

oriented from northwest to southeast (Fig.. 3)» The Arabian Suyfoe.^ 

high, howeve"*, becomes transformed into a shallow thermal 

1-oWj so that southern, Arabia now comes under the influence 

of tne Jiidian. Monsoon system... It can be. seen- that this low. 

is already-well developed- by-the- middle of the season, as; 

represented by Fig;» 3.      . 

8.' Cyclonic activity in the Mediterranean S^a during 

this. Season , although of lesser- intensity,, is- still, charac- 

teristic. The cold continental air mass to the. north has. re- 

treated considerably but is. still potent. Undoubtedly the 

most important, change in the circulation pattern is. the- adw- 

jrent. of the intertropical" front. This is clearly shown, in 

Fig. 4 where it appears as an- abrupt wind discontinuity be-- 

tween two distinctly different, air masses in contrast to the 

air mass homogeneity in January. The exact nature of this 

front will be discussed in Chapter III*. However, at this 

point it may be mentioned that, it slopes, upward towards the? 

south. Associated with the intertropical front there is a 

stationary cyclonic system which is centered in- the Sudan. 

The trough slopes southward with the. front and, immediately 

above the surface position of the low center, there is an 

. anticyclonic circulation aloft.. As- the season progresses;, 

- 4- 
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the front, together with, its cyclpnip: system:,, is. gradually 

displaeed iior-thwaTu- but net without marked periedis fluctua^ 

tions, which are sometime;?; accompanied by minor' precipitation 

and blowing, sand*   This is the season, of maximum' temper at ure 

in the Central Sudan and marks the first appearance, of con- 

vectiye clouds, dust devils and other instability phenomena. 

The air,, however, is still, quite dry and. thus* cumulus- cloud! 

bases- are observed on the- average at I2y000 feet»,   The strong- 

insolation; in this region undoubtedly intensifies; the Sudan 

low«, 

9.-   Fig.. tk- i& Mp^senfeative of conditions^ during- mid«- 

Apri-1#; befjoro. 4h»-g.oaoen. of Approaching Roino»,,   The Arabian-, 

high is still present, as -is-- also the trough between the two 

anticyclones,«,   As was previously explained,, there- i# no great 

.thermodynamic' difference between the two air masses pa either 

side of the trough,, and the front- represents a sharp conver- 

gence of two opposing, circulations-.    As the Arabian- cyclone, 

develops-,, the air masses no longer- oppose each other but tend 

to converge- in parallel streams^,, and the sharp front is. re- 

placed by a broad mixing zone.    This; is represented in Fig.. 

3 by the, weak, trough north of the center of the Sudan low,. 

During this, season the Sudan is a region of conflict between 

three air massesi the warm drv air- to the northwest., the. warm 

and s.omewhat less- dry air to the. northeast,, and the cold moist 
c 

air to the- south- The configuration, of the isobars- is imports 

ant in determining: the source region of the air- to.- the- north 

w. 5r _. 



<* the- internal ^ont,    F% 3. ls, typi« Qf t;he ^^ 
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regime,, but ss the Mediterranean cyclonic system, is displaced 

toward the nprtheas.t the Sahara" air behind it; sjar easts.: south-- 

ward and; eastward, and finally becomes dominant:.,   toward: the. 

eridt of this season; when the.: cyclonic; activity- ceases*, the 

Arabian aotr is permanently displaced; eastward;.,   Thus- it may 

be::§e^niJhjtj^e^.Hedite.ri»ane.si: wave cycipnes^"by their effect 

on the position and orientation, of t;he> Sahara: high-,,-are the. 

princip^. control of the flow patterns^  .Uoreo.ver this: rela- 

tionship is fundamentally- significant.,, because.- at: this-. seas.Qjj; 

the^iigictU'ätiQnS' of the intertropietal. front are controlled by- 

the flow of air from the Sahara, high». 

IQ». The daily fluctuations: in- ait masses:- are. brought out 

by Fig.. 5.- 'in comparing the surface thermodynamic properties; 

produced by the various trajectories^, it may be seen'that, the   : 

temperature differences are minor but that the moisture diff>-- 

erences are quite large..   There is, a range of 5QF, in morning, 

temperatures) and, 9°R± in maximum temperatures^ compared with. 

31Ö:F. in dew point temperatures», .it is, in fact., a general 

rule that during the wajrmer part of the year the maximum temp- 

erature'does not depend so much on the. source region or tra** 

jectory as. on the amount of insolation;. 

lie. RAINY SEASON.    During this season the- Mediterranean 

Cryelonic activity is^ negligible; thus,  as shown by a typical 

synontic chart (Fig... 6-)', the- Sahara high has- shifted eastward 

with a- north-south orientation».   Arabiaiv air' no, longer flows; 

. - 6: *, 
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öyex. Central. Africa. and only two air masses meet along the 

intertropical front«,   The Arabian, lew now extends, to greater 

heights.; and; is.- also.' more intense»,. The intertrbpic.al front 

has; advanced to, 20: degrees north, latitude: and. swings? northr 

ward into' the Sudan low..   The* topography of the. Red Sea, Hills 

and of the more' rugged Abyssinian. Mountains is the ultimate- 

cause of this; distortion and; is. likewise responsible for- the 

coiaplete- break in the; front which occur* along, the. Red Sea. 

Coast..,   'An; important ^hangff~tn" the ciyciAation, pattern io the 

ostab!-iohmsBj& of tfa^c cold: high, proo.o.urQ. Q6.l~l.g- just north, 

• ef rtrhc cquat-er'1«,,   The. central: fc.ell •&?..• a.-platoau. high end. do-   •<• 

fc.wAHJ.wM. ulQiLic-1 serafeiny because I.L.b- circulation, JIB m.g»t im-- 

-peptäht: In^thj»- prQdufitionrQf:'PaiJifall»w,>-T§-inc,e.' 'ths flffw-charft 

4^ig-y-?^--gQpr<?g.e.nfe.o. the ia.ean.'-<M&culatiion, in-a. ten, thousaady 

fojotrläyeg^ -khz.- sJiAll.e^y configuration«, on. the... swgfac.Q. oynoptfe 

chaa-fer-(.Fig.:, G) iU'U l'illX. w.üil mtii'kii.*K. _ it, is important to note 

two do-verging streams from the south:' a •«ä-eie*»*: flow to the 
.    i^.    • A A 

west and an. -anticygloni-» flow to- the east..   These, have a Sig- 

nificant effect on the rainfall, regimes-* as will be' shown. 
i Vx&frav- vM) 

later.. win contrast to the January flow chart,, this chart 

indicates a transfer ofN-fflom'-jrSw. from the southern to the 

northern hemisphere. 

12... SEASON: OF RETREATING RAIMS., The sample, synoptic 

chart C;Fi-g-*- S0? represents conditions', at the- very end of' this, 

season,, and- is.,, therefpre^ not completely typical,», The dynamic 

trough- is already well, marked.,. andr the Arabian high is- be— 

- 1! - 
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ginning to develop;    The Sahara high again has an. east-west 

orientation, as, it does.- during the. Dry Season»,   1'he- inter-- 

tropical, front, already showing, signs- of' disintegration, has. 

retreated southward;.,   Mediterranean cyclones, are again, be-?, 

coming active»/ 

13.,   The. flow chart f.qr- October- (Fig;.. 9} shows that; 

there is- now. a conflict, between two air masses in the Nor** 

t-hern Sudan..,,   During-, this-, season trajectories, from Arabia 

.are. .predominant.,, although, the. .Arabian, high, is- not. yet fully- 

established: -as a separate cell.    It is- interesting to note 

the- flow over- Arabia where the transition from cyclonic to. 

anti.cyclöiii.c circulation is just taking; pla.ce... 

I/).. SUMMARY.    The Sahara high is- present throughout the 

year, its position and axis undergoing a cyclic change. - From' 

a southerly position with- an east=west axis; in the. dry season 

it rotates^ anticycl.önica-lly t0. a. northerly position w:ith a- 

north-south axis- during the Rainy Season..    It then reverses 

its rotation back to the Cry Season position-.    It seems, def- 

initely established that there is a relationship between the    ' 

position- öf this cell and the cyclonic activity in the Medi- 

terranean region.    The intertropical front fluctuates, north 

and south in_ conjunction with the latitudinal displacement, of 

the Sahara high and in the Dry Season it disappears' from the 

northern hemisphere.    Over Arabia there is- a complete; reversal 

from a e^wwsÄe-'high pressure cell in the Dry Season to a deep SMV/TU?« 

cyclone in the Rainy Season*.   Thus- the system of winds over 

* 8 •?• 
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Southern Arabia is part of the Indian monsoon«.   The inter- 

action, of the. Sahara and Arabian, high pressure cells induces 

a. trough of low pressure, which lies roughly parallel to the 

Red Se..ai,    SrrthgrBr^ ff-^r'-rrn ^hnrn ir n tfeeg»a3  leas jn«t nrr*-~b 

oi\ tfe <jqxisrfaoi! »hl.fth. ia replaced \>j "fewo culd ui-giwtn tihc.Rainy- 

?pa?i?irw.  Normally there is only one air ;mass, the Saharan, 

oyee QentraL. Africa, in the Dry Season«    In the Rainy Season, 

h$af(e,yei?£ thsre, are. two. moist currents from the south, the 

Atlantic; anäLfehs- Indianl Qaean,. and the. dry Sahara current, 

from the' north*   Buring; the transitional periods the .Arabian. 

air i.s: present ,a.s; well.. 

•«••   ö  ••». 
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. CHAPTER.II 

AIR MASS PROPERTIES- 

15«    ANNUAL VARIATION IN SOURCE' RB&ION.   The only available 

data for this study were the upper air soundings taken at Khar- 

toum.,   While this would seem, to impose severe restr-ctiohs on 

the generality of the conclusions, it is possible-, by utiliz-. 

ing the concepts discussed, in the last chapter;,, to extend- the 

area; for which, the findings are; valid».   For this purpose a 

. chart (Fig«. 10) was prepared, which, traces the- mean path of a 

ten: thousand-foot "layer"- back from Khartoum -to Ihc source     '. - 

regions. ^Co»^* » h^'U*  «A»o+«*•***"*»*** 

16..   As was previously pointed out,, the Dry Season is 

characterized by anticyclonic flow from the Sahara.    The chart 

shows that, beginning with November, the source regions shift 

rapidly;tQ this,high pressure ceNll and that the trajectories 

assume an extreme anticyclonic curvature.    The large shift 

from March to April reflects the rotation of the axis of the 

high, and the displacement northward in June and July is. also 

apparent.    Another significant fact is the beginning of cy- 

clonic curvature of the trajectories as they approach Khar- 

toum; this is first apparent in May and persists through Oct- 

ober.    The July trajectory is not entirely.representative, 

because the shear between the' lower southerly winds and the 

stronger northerly winds' aloft is not reflected in the mean 

flow of the 10,000-foot layer..   The intertropical front, by 

*. 10 - 
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August,, is well north', of; Khartoum^,, and; the trajscteqry of the; 

entire layer is- from, the south..   The May and! June tra4;ej3jt.ori.e;s; 

fail, to indicate the occasional Clow from! the- south but they* 

are valid as. a mean picture.    The September trajectory is; not, 

completely representative since- the. great, cp.nglic-t; between 

the- three air- masses- is- smoothed out: inj the me,an^   It. doe^, 

however, show the transition. from the. s.Qufeherly tp. Arabian- = 

flow..    The October trajectory- .shows; concpliusivejliy that:. the; air» 

- fiqras; from; thf Arabian, antticycilong..^   this; accounts; for- the- 

secondary masc&mum temperature5 which; OCCURS; in- ejarly October^, 

two months: behind t-he; second annual occurrence- of' vertical. sun>, 

17,.   Great distances between- consecutive- monthly- s.ourcje- 

regions may be interpreted; as; representing- transitional, per-^ 

iods>,   Good examples., of this- are the distances; between the source, 

regions; of August and; October, October .and; De.cembe.r->.. March and 

May, and May and August«.  ^Q^la^^impiBrt.cmi!! gast -io, that. t;Mrq.—• 

i-exro no trajQctori.ga frcm-'fa.h-ii Afrlantio Qooan>>i   i\ similar .ci.'tyjrt- - 

Jfor Mcädigur4-,would--o,how.-a.^ frouv Ute, A.lldJitXu'—- 

•Qeaan'ln July and' Augustu» 

18. MEAN SEASONAL SOUNDINGS.    Because of faulty obser^ 

vational technique the Khartoum web-bulb curves; have a bend-. 

-feylb. aMty-- 

nr apeqnt roaoh-ee. 20,000 f.eje.lb.«*-^Niiero.o.vo.rj- thft- 

m&gHa-kttde?-uf ,"lljb;"5iU'UX' ig a direct gtKftc.ti^a-o.f• trhe[&&k bulbr- 

t"mr?rt-^iiT'm dA^Jgcrencft naagLfehe fYftfrflinc jyfrnfrT-   This-, error 

^^~^^*%^*~*~r&^r^f^?~*r\\*pt*t3'*-'>-^y4 f wgmyr-r«?- 
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^pcoteabi^ arlbfcj^ fium 'blw-Laoh, of, opportunity for the m&ifffem'e, » 

JxUüha^tiGb-bväSt   '" PiM"•" *• i—By taking. law agreosBfe Lhu w:ul- 

PBJfc3aE5fe„gäfcfia^and fcJa& £ao4 +hn+ *hri rgewfcaga treHr-afcrere i-iin 

fgooaing: loothiU-'fli. <m.ia.'luut'B ngariy c.ci!°PQQt> ••-itio, ffoa.aible.- 

fen "ormf-T?* +T*"n Z"•*- ^""*' "*•»«-  Mean monthly and season-. 

pse.udo-adiabatic.charts, and Rossby diagrams- were then-, construc- 

ted of which the seasonal charts were selected for display 

and discussion;., ( FJLgs... 11 to IS)* 

1$U   -Among: other peculiarities the: inter.tropicai. front 

isc lacking, in a normal frontal inversion, for reasons; which 

will t>e discussed in the next chapter- (Par* 33.)'.    It has- air- 

ready been shown that this- front is; characterized; by an ab*- 

rüpt wind shear*   In the Rainy Season the- shift in wind has- 

a mean height of approximately -8,000 feet above Khartoum. 

Correspondingly,, at this- level there appears- a slight decrease 

in temperature- lapse rate= (Figv 15)» on the- Ros.sby diagram, 

(Fig«, 16) there, is a decided discontinuity in convective. 

stability from an exfcEBSSSfey unstable air mass, below to. a. 

slightly stable air mass above S,QQQ feet..  The sounding. 

£&*©•• represents a moist maritime current overrun by S.ahaia. 

air., 

20»,    If it is assumed that the Dry Season sounding (Fig. • 

12') is-- representative of Sahara air,, it is- possible- to- compare 

the thermodynaraie- properties of this air ma-s-s= in both seasons..- 

Since the- air mass- is- extremely dry,, condensation processes 

may be- neglected., and the conservative, properties- which are 

- 12 - 
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the coordinates of the. Eossby diagram will, not be affected; 

by vertical, motion».   It follows, therefore^ that the surface 

properties of ;the Dry Season may be directly compared with; 

those of the base of the Sahara, air mass which has been lifted; 

to 8,000 feet in the rainy season», . -in •'faha BQHLP, wey frliU cou"r 

pftrfli'i1 in iii;'j •fag-j jet waded nlnffr l.ii.yiT Piir- 1'ivrl,1..- 

lity 1 21.    2h the Sry Season the value of specific humidity 

<äa&SS8#8*-*««B- 7.5 gm/kg... at the surface W..'9^1-a<» ia>,QQ» 

£*$&-, and: in the,- Rainy Season fiwa» ?,8 at 8,PQ0 feet.£^»3»^ 

-Ut 20,000 fereb»    Thus it, .may bo ew^uüeü "tkafc the: two spundr 

ingS\arqU^lft&&j^^ moisture- properties.«,   S&* 
Cowl^r«'»'^ *&  UmvfJfre)*  Sur-fod-fc tteo-fegf Ht ißt fry segScH  t#ii£[i&J2«ysY- 

the- partial potential temperatures-, of the.Rainy Season- sqund> 

ing exceed those of the Dry Season by 8.5° C at the base and 

13»5° G- at the top.    Thus- pgeotamiij^. the Sahara air is- con* 

siderably warmer at all levels, in- the- Rainy Seasons, . It has 

; been mentioned in the- last chapter that during the- Dry Season 

there are invasions of cold air from the continents- of' Europe, 

and Asia,    These are frequent enough to affect the average 

temperature.    For example, the average surface partial po- 

tential temperature in January 1943, a month in-which there 

were .many cold outbreaks,'was 301,0° A, compared with 303,0° A« 

in February 1942, a normal month,    Thu& at least part- of the 

' seasonal diff erenoe in- potential temperature is caccounted for 

by the fact that the Dry Season sounding is> not representative 

of a, pure Sahara air mass*,   Jt ran- he crcnoludcd that- the, -a£y-- 
*7i-   _ 
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4*B.i)B, prq^ertriea ghfc., Sahara aiy QPO ywgy fefjaaAy congbaayfcr t>Iu;ougli- 

j^üjk-iilla ys.ay q3»opt fqg an annual, Variation, jjv heat,.«, 

22A   In. the transitional, seasons, the, data, in the Lower 

layers represent a mean; of- several, different adr masses* but 

aloft there is only the Sahara, air mass.«. -Br ib.. iartg; UAp«,cUe&. 
E*ct>rtio|t<.ut4 'front" 4**""$* <^*A4*K of   ^ I» I» *g»feki>^ *&*>$:. 
l.hufc. audei; these -gqacfcteS-eae the. fgesvt.al dju^uilllht., v 

fe'^oixtinuitai,1 t.u eaaggfe fet.-.'g^Q feat- in the Scgson; uf .A|w- 

-pt^avliiii^. ^E^a». (xlg..*, 1&) •-   "Assuming that. tfigrbase, of the. 

Sahara, air has been lifted; from. 4,000 feet, in th& Season; of 

Approaching: gains, tp- 8,000 feet in, the Rainy Season.,, then the. 

May-June- dry and; wet bulb temperatures at: 4,0,00; feet,, e,o,ol£d; 

adiabatically and pseudo-adiabaticaliy,. respectively, to,- 8,000 

feet,, should agree- with the 8j.Q0Q-foot Julj'-- August values., . 

Performing: this operation, results,.in a dry^-bulfetrei^.e^at.ure;        N 

of 12°' Gv, and a wet bulb temperature öf 7° C*. as compared with 

Rainy- Season, values of 12° C. and 8° C.,. respectively.    Fur- 

thermore,, the partial potential temperature and specific hu- 

midity values- at the 4,000rfoot level are '314%§.° 4* and 7.7 

gm/kg.„. which, agree well with the Rainy Season values at 8,00.0 

f e et ,r.  The at! «isauLU». tjhow. Lhal dating1 'lTig~g6äo»n. öf-^pr<tagtrtP.g- 

23»   The- sounding for the Season of Retreating Rains _ 

('Figs. 17 & 18) is-, less satisfactory, because there is. a 

wide- divergence- between-, September anä, October air masses- as. 

shown-, by/ the- following table:: 
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q v# •/%••> RH:- (£- ^•(pftJ. 

Sept. Oct. Sepfe, UC\<« Sept..Oct., 

13.7 9.0 25 - 37 312.0   3-lliO 

9.3 8.5 42 42 313.5   311.5. 

7.Q 4,7 =     52 39 316.5;   314,0 

5.3. 3.3 67 51 318.5   317.5 

H (ft.) 

. Sf c. 

4,000 

8,000 

12,000  -  * 

The CQnditi.cri& in; the lower layers' in September1 are transit 

tipnal between, the moist unstable- air in August. m& the,- Ara- 

bian air in Obtober..   The October so;.unding. represents a, pre- 

dominantly Arabian air mass to 8..ÖQ0 feet with. Sahara, air 

overrunning, aloft., 

24.. REPRESENTATIVE AIR MASS PROPERTIES..   By taking-tehcr • 

'f(3*9&c\ix\Q~ riigowg&lm'i. lulu cUi'lUiu»»>Xt is Ihg» possible to, con— 
+^«V»I  fossty OUTV<4 -f*v A 

struct five different air masses from the, surface to. 12,000 
A. 

feet as they would appear at IQiartoum: winter Sahara^ summer- 

Sahara, modified Indian Ocean, Arabian, and modified polar 

continental air (Fig. 19). 

25.    As previously stated, Sahara air is a: dry stable 

air mass subjected to large scale  subsidence-, and its moisture 

characteristics remain constant throughout the jyear. . Tt con- 

tains more heat in summer and hence the partial potential tem- 

perature is H° C. higher than in winter.,    Both soundings shew 

slight convective i.nstabil"fov —~ t-hs- lower lasers as a result; 

of turbulence and convection produced by intense heating;, 

this effect is more pronounced in summer, as shown by the mois*- 
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ture distribution. Relative humidities are extremely low^ 

and the amount of lift required to saturate- the- air mass 

varies from 260mb... in winter to'3.2Qmb. in summer.. ' 

26. The curve labeled NP^ .(modified polar continental), 

is derived ffcomra. study of several, cold outbreaks,, While.- it 

may L's«em strange tö find polar air' at such, low; latitudes;,, this; 

sounding unquestionably represents air of polar origin-,, as; 

evidenced both- by the absolute, values of the,- thermodynami.c 

properties and by the shape- of the characteristic curve,-., 

The- lowest 2,000. feet, characterized by constant., equivalent 

potential temperature,, indicates a ccnvective; layer which" 

varies diürnally from a- surface inversion, in the, early morning, 

to an -ädiabatic lapse rate in- the: afternoon«. Above this; there; 

is a normal subsidence inversion from- 2,000' to 4,000' feet 

with a sharp increase in- potential temperature and a. corres- 

ponding, decrease in moisture. Aloft there is- an extremely 

stable layer of cold air in THaion frha maltsk-ugo "gradually in*" 
A 

iTPfiia-ir- •wi'l,'' ebavabiorrgr fttis  bype  9&wawa is definitely 

characteristic of real polar air*,    The great temperature 

difference between this aar and the Sahara air mass, is- notable 

and, as will be shown later tChap. V), the polar air underruns. 

Sahara air as a cold front, 

27.,    The Ihdian_ Ocean air is a typical ^example, of a 

warm, moist and unstable maritime, air mass..    Its normal state 

over Khartoum is such that tha  surface layers require con-, 

siderable lifting in order to produce, condensation.    This; 

t -16,- 
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air mass< is both conditionally and convectively unstable^} 

Ulhereas the conditional Instability is. realized daily by par- 

eel convection produced by intense insolation,, the. mass, lift- 

ving. required, to. re cpnvective instability is normally 

prevented .by;the prevailing dynamic conditions. (Par-.. 35)v 

28..   Of considerable interest is the orograph-io effect 

shown in. the- Arabian air mas;s sounding,, the^a&st. Qtri&tSEjT' 

ftabm-e-uf wlureh- lb the: abnormal, difXeii.^iro. "in: %& iNmgthr* 

öf^fctee- öi»vg^"iiT-ITie^-r^ b*    It. is. probable that, 

in it& original- state fchio.. -bayou- was represented, by a, straight 

line, with the 4,Q0Q-fqot .point more or Itess equidistant from: 

both ends,   .From the flow and trajectory charts (Figs*. *)••% 

10.) it is evident, that the. path of the air is not directly 

from the east over the high mountain ranges' but from the     v 

northeast over the foothills.    The turbulent f4-.oi?'Qver the^ 

Red Se.a Hills produces a net transport of moisture,- upward 

and heat downward, resulting in a thoroughly :mixed layer near 

the. ground and a corresponding, stratification aloft*   This - 

process is reflected on the Rossby diagram by an-oxti*erne    ©=. 

• shift of the 4,000-foot point to the right and by the constant 
Ott O-CCoUvit erf; 

equivalent potential temperature in the lowest layer. « *he 

low relative humidities^ averaging ?% in the first 8^,000 

feet,: and the lift imparted by the Red Sea Hills, whose, 

average, height does, not exceed 3,000 feet, do not produce 

an overturning of the air- masajgoad. BäBä-eAriTrgaaaaagasgfcäwft 

loarol w abayo. 12.000 i^ai. the total amount of; mois,ture= \ A 
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remains practically unchanged,».   Jjiffihdjugt^-fenft mo£sW;c coiE*— 

teat of tliia air mace ic low, its slopo en the Roqoby diagram 
\ 

-4shaX~<!>£ fltuaiJiua"itoritinie air«—HöWB^BX^ Jui ciu-iui^*1 -tug *ry - 

bieft high ia not-y^t fully dflvolopodi—It > io probable,, that 

u^thc11 afeaBon'uiugiea&ea the air mass b^camos mopo stable Find 

^a^mtttie^"-.ä"!&Cige chaEactoriatic. con^jAenlax cue1 ^ c&thpuffh. it 

nfiniairi?rxVlrteT»   grid   mm»fl .rnrytr-fr-f Inn«, thq   Snhar'ä   ni'Ta, 

29>    The representative values qf temperature, and dew 

point are the surface values that e^xist after the early morn-* 

ing stable layer has keen removed by insolation^ and thus 

they lie= between the daily minima, and maxima.    For purposes; 

of comparison a table of representative temperatures and dew 

points was. prepared as follows: 

REPRE3ENTATr7E AJjft 'MASS. V&Luss-. 

Temp-.      Sew Point 
(F..)       Tempc (F.) 

Modifie'd Polar Continental 54 " 30 

Sahara (Winter) 89 48 

Sahara (Summer) 101 . 48 

Modified Indian Ocean 87 72 

Arabian (October) 92 55 

Khartoum experiences, a vertical sun twice a. year, ^oh May %, and 

/   again on August 10.    Although the highest temperatures, of the 

year occur normally in May in close accord, with the march of' 

the. .sun,, the: secondary maximuBi. temperature does, not oceur until. 
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October., and hence lags approximately two months behind the 

second: annual, occurrence of vertical sun> The reason for 

this lag-is apparent from, an inspection of the above table.,. 

The. occurrence of first vertical sun coincides with the prev- 

alence Qf the Sahara, (summer) air mass, which ha;& the highest 

representative temperature." Hence the occurrence of the pri- 

mary- maximum; temperature», During;, August,, however, at the time 

of the. se.cond: vertical sun-,, the dcaninant air' mass- is- modified; 

Indian Ocean air which.*, although: .previously described: a.s. w,arm,f 

i& relatively colder than, even the Sähära: (winter) air' ma.ss.. 

Thus; the secondary- maxiauaa is- delayed until the advent of 

Arabian air in October which has the second highest repre- 

sentative temperature,. 
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QHABTER, ITC 

THE INTERTROFICAL FRONT. 

3Q-. Theoretically the intertropic.al. front is- con.-' 

s_idered to be, the boundary bOween the northeast and south" 

east tirades,- of; the nppt-hernt and southern hemisphere,»,, re."* 

spectively«.   It has already been; pointed: out (?ara..  6 & 11,)* 

that there i& a large scale- .ihterhemispheric transfer- of «6-«. 

«efttHB> over the- Mr-icaa- continent, southward in the. winter 
A * 

and northward; in- the summer. Thus-, the- boundary between the 

flow f 'om each he:ni.sphere does: not remain: stationary at the 

equator but fluctuates seasonally^, lagging; behifedl the march; 

of the vertical sun (Fig... 20). At the -longitude of Khartoum, 

this lag was- found to be approximately 40 days-i, 

31... It has also been- shown- that the.- front disappears: 

from, the northern- hemisphere in November and reappears- in: 

April.. The flow chrrts- for- April, July,, and October (Figs.;, 

4,, 7, & 9) show the front as a. definite discontinuity be- 

tween two distinct air masses-, one maritime and the other 

continentals in January, however > in the region of the cen- 

tral lew pressure belt (Figtt2) there is a. convergence be- 

tween tv.ro streams that have the same continental origin. 

The intertropical frontt  therefore, is not associated with 

this low* Furthermore, the October position of the inter-- 

tropical front on the flow chart (Fig,. 9) is close %o- 5 de- 

grees, north latitude.,, and if' in January the front were 
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placed through the 1%W- of convergence in; the. belt: of low 

pressure (Fig. 2), it's fluctuation would he. in an opposite. 

direction to that of the sun, ä motion completely irrecon- 

cilable with that during the remainder of the year. 

32* !D\ West Africa there are three conditions, -which may 
. -  i   ....   • 

at times be confused With the intertropical. front: 

A* : Throughput; the. year* especially in the; daylight hours.,, 

the land is,warmer than the, sea which; gives rise to a per- 

ennial sea breeze 'which extends some distance inland, and; haa, 

the appearance of a cold, front with the same direction of; 

slope, as. the intertropical front (Par-,*.. 83-). Conclusive evt« 

dence that this phenomenon is distinct fri». the intertropical, 

front may be found in the upper air observations of west coast 

stations» For example a typical September sounding at Accra 

shows, a. southwest wind hear the ground shifting, to; northeast; 

at 4»GQ0 feet, shifting to south at 8>,00Q feet and then to.- 

northeast above 10,000 feet. Considering the fact that the; 

front at the ground is- in the vicinity of Dakar, it is ob- 

vious that the first, wind' shift is in no way connected with 

the intertropical front.. Thus it may be. concluded that the 

lower wind shift is the "Seabreeze front" and that the upper 

wind shift, is the true intertropical front. 

- _*-__.t.«_ Bi- m tne winder mönens where, is a return circulation fr^m 

the Sahara high along the west coast which may acquire enough 

moisture in its lower layers -to produce, rain ( Par. 84)=.    This, 

is,, however» a Rightly modified continental air mass and: is 
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far different:from the\maritime air mas.s: of the. Bainy, Season«, 

C. The harmattan hazg cold front te.hcts to remain stationary 

for some length of time in; West Africa, and is- characterized 

by a. marked thermodynamic discontinuity with warm; moist, air' 

to the south: and west, and cold, dry air to the. north: and! east,. / 

This' front, however,, slopes, in. a direction: opposite to that 
f   '• 

of the intertropical front (Fax> $5$.* 

33»; Over th^ continent of Africa: the. intertropioal. front 

bounds- the: Sahara- -a-ir- -to- the- north- and the- maritime- air- to- -the- - 

I - - . 
souths the latter flows; in two- streams; from the Atlantic- 

Ocean in the west and from the. Indian Ocean in the east« 

From the discussion in Chapter II it is known that the nor-. 

thern continental current is warmer than- the southerly mari-   . 

time air-. Since the slope of the front is .determined-by the v      A- ' " 
difference in density between the two- air masses .>, it may-* 

"jäiy be seeri that the front must slope upward to the south. 

This; preaents. the anomalous situation, of warm dry air as.cenr 

ding over cold moist air.-   The implications of the above 

statement are profound, and. therein lies the key to Central 

African meteorology^  Considering the thermodynamic charac- 

teristics of Sahara air, it is: apparent that frontal pre.cip- 

itation produced by ascent of this air is Aape<wttfee.    This 

air is, so dry indeecL that.it is axiomatic, in forecasting: to 

presume that no. precipitation will occur at a'given station, 

if the front is south of =it«    Thus the cloud base, is usually 

in the lower maritime air and the rainfall convective in char— 
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acter.. . Ih: its.. trajectory northward: the maritime, air is con-- 

stantly undergoing convection,, condensation-,, and precipitation.. 

These, processes tend to decrease- the lapse, rate so that it is: 

always- approaching the pseudo-adiabatifi-i.   The northern- current,, 

however,, undergoes, intense insolation and dry adiabatio convec*». 

tion so that its lapse rate tends to be steeper than the pseudo- 

adiabatic.%   Thus-,; although the northern current is potentially 

warmer,, the process.: described; above prevents; the: development 

of a frontal inversion,, but the frontal, surface is- chäuacter-- 

ized by a, slight, decrease1 in- lapse rate (.Ear. 19)*   Further-* 

mores,, since- there is. a moisture- decrease, instead of increase;,, 

the characteristic- appearance- of the frontal inversion: on the 

Rossby diagram- i© also lacking*   Hence=, since there is no. ab- 

rupt discontinuity- either in moisture or- in temperature, mixing', 

between tte isto air- masses; takes; plae?e readily under the.- inr-  ' 

fluence. Of intense insolation*.   -AS the cumulus de-velojgiient 

increases- during, the afternoon, the cloud structure penetrates- 

-through the front and becomes dessicated.    This daily phenom- 

enon has been verified by observation.    The effect of the    . 

front, then, is to prevent the building up of cumulonimbus:, 

and thus it actually inhibits: the occurrence of precipitä-- 

tion*    Only in those regions far enough removed from the.   •' 

front to posfess deep layers- of insist unstable- sir-, can- cum- 

ulonimbus, clouds, become fully developed.    Thus there exists- 

a line approximately 200 miles south of the front which marks 

the- northern limit of precipitation. 
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3&A.   
cÄhjbii;fi^' peculiarity/ of' tha front is the extreme- 

coriyerg^QAe; at the.. frontal surfa.ce.«,   \pigrea.s; an ordinary 

front, usually hasj some? component of' the; wind: parallel, on 
£#?; w.M« fcjfö 4fo»fc &PM   l[X<*ektfi<>Jitf! $<&ä-.to^,. 

both. sAdies^ 4;häLQ--ifawi!i.ti, hiav.." jüij^llkally a.'18Q> dcgyc&.jhä;l£fc, 

•ÄfiHwfcnpts^ Not; only is? there., a, transfer of heat, and; moisture 

between; the two air ma.ese.sj,, b.ufe there; is- also, transfer of 

momentum-.,   ^hj» a^eeuga's; C«; the di^nnaJi. ffiurrtiiia.tinrii'iof thy:- 

inteirtrrapicai front. £Ear., 61U,}1 

- -? '%$M—^jd&ity oX the, iat.o^ga.g.ieolr-Ct-QixlLpr^^nt^"«^ 

which ape- as^c.iätedi wj 

Sine©;,.. in; gengea^sthg.- 

stable air- will parallel 

f but also- large- sc,al§*<rporms 

assent, over isentrafSic; surface©, 

irc; s^fat^s; im the; moist un|- 

sl.QgeV of' the front,, it can 

easily be. ,se.en; that- there J^tu*^; a: general down slope.. mo—,| 

I t±on: along] the; isentrppaLc; surfacÄSO\Kius it may be- said! 

that the normkl^£3fev patterns' in the vico-niby of the inter--/' 

.tropical fipoltft prevent the- occurrence- of precipitation..   A./ 

large/^oisturbance- in the normal flow is;, required to^rodude- 

aiia-jin -t.he."S«gaar;:"CSliüp<; VI) r- — •—"—"^l! 

%i   Although the. xitb;ertropical front inhibits precip- 

itation over the l.artd mass; of Africa, thiö is not. true; over' 

the oceans-,' where maritime currents converge, oh both; sides öf 

the frönt and a, more normal type of discontinuity results.., 

V 
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;   HAZE. DUST., AIMD SANDSTORMS 

37«.   Vast, regions of the African- continent are covered 

with- loose sandy soil, whichj, during all seasons of the year,, 

may be carried aloft«,,   Turbulent flow with resultant verti- 

cal cjurrents- over these regions is an agency- for' the trans'-- 

port of" sand and dust.,._ These phenomena, vary in. size- from, a, 

single dust devil a fevfe feet, in diameter to a, well developed 

harmattari haze storm which may blanket ati, area- the, size of' the 

United. States •,   The amount of sand-carried- aloft depends also. 
-  c 

on. the, looseness with which. the sand is packed, and this- var* 

ies wich the region and the seäsdh. The southern Sudan is an, 

example 6f seasonal variation-, being a. source- of loose, sandy 

soil. in. the Dry Season,, but having enough vegetation in the, 

Rainy Season to. hinder- rising sand«. The average size of the 

particles suspended in the atmosphere is an inVerse function 

of the length of their trajectories,, since, according to 

Stokes' Law, the largest sand particles will descend to 

earth in a few. hours whereas the fine dust remains for days. 

38. In ascending order of magnitude, haze, dust,; and 

sandstorms, may be classified as follows: 

1    -n A.    T\ =--i _ 
i 

2. Local Rising Sand./ 

3-. Haboob, 

4..   Rainy Season Cold. Eront Type, Sandstorm., 

. '_ _     - 2-5.- =.   - 
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5. Karmattan Haze '(Dry Season Cold. Erönt Type)-. 

Of these,, all but the dust devil, present more or less serious 

" hazards to aircraft operation, both l>y reducing* visibi lity 

and by impeding engine efficiency» . 

39» DUST DEVILS,.. A. dust devil, is a small, vortex from, 

ten to fifty feet in diameter which rotates rapidly,, either 

cycionically or anticyclonically. As it rises,, the dust 

devii, is caught, in the circulation, aloft and hence- forms an, 

arc beai&g in- the direction, o_f the wind shear,. This, phe.no-*- 

menpn is caused by intense local, heating, in, dry air- which pro- 

duces super~adiabatia lapse rates and -strong; conyectiye currents*. 

Dust devils are most frequently observed to the. north, of' 

the intertropical front during the Seasons of Approaching 

and Retreating- Rains on cloudless days when- there is a max- 

imum of insolation-.. It is not uncommon to see three or four 

forming simultaneously. While they serve as- an interesting 

visual demonstration of the convective process they are 

otherwise inconsequentialc 

40* LGSAt, R15;IMGr SJMJ, Each locality has a critical 

surface wind velocity which, if exceeded, will result in 

rising sgnd« The critical velocity in the vicinity of Khar- 

toum is approximately 25 miles per hour; at Aden, 18 miles 

per hour: and is at prc-acui: 10 miles per- heusr in per-ti-ön-s öf' 

the Libyan Desert as a :.-esjlt of modern mechanized warfare* 

Wind direction is also of dome importance * The extreme loc- 

alization of this- phenomenon is illustrated,by the fact that* 
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any ecubhwecfc- wind exceeding, i& mutes, pep hour will, cbse the 

Sheikh Otbniant airport near' Aden* whü.%. two. other fields in; 

the vicinity will remain, open, u-tfer the se c ond.it:. ons-.   Suc- 

cessful forecasting of local rising- s-and requires/thorough, 

knowledge, of' local conditions- and; of diurnal wind; variation.'- 

•Qitw.O'-blnj QlUri.ial vfl-jiu, •raya-^&ijw-.ii in trhsts.s, regions i.s a £uü,e,i'> 

&1.rm, of ia£et8fc3-$är4Per?l 01)», jit: is; necessary to- employ both 

temperature- and wind soundings in developing, "an; eiapirical. 

technique, for- forecasting- critical wind directions- and;, vel-- 

ojsities*. 

41.«   HABOÖB.    "Häboob11 i.sj an Arabic word sometimes- loosely- 

applied to, any- severe sandstorm, but its. present meaning- is-- 

confined to a unique type of storm.^j A fully developed haboob 

is- an- aetje«ai. sightw-j It is- invariably observed underneath a 

cuQiulonimbliS: cloud>. from which ttere- are usually vi£g&.- trail- 

ing.    The leading edge; fgsMbles- a sol-rid wall of thick dust 

and; has the appearance of a. typical cold front with a char- 

acteristic'bulging nose.  (Mg# ;•-.)_.    Toward, the. rear it be- 

comes diffuse and appears to be an ordinary blowing sand 

storm, .Perhaps its most interesting, feature is the .visual 

evidence of the cold front consisting of a churning,, tum- 

bling motion as it advances,    it varies in color from black, 

to- greyish red or yellow depending on its source region and 

trajectory.    Its- passage is marked by a sharp drop in temp- 

erature and a wind, shift-..    In spite, oflall precautions-,, every-- 
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things indoor a becomes: coated with a layer' of' fine; dustj. and 

-a. "very, disagreeable., choking; sensation is experienced while 

one. of these storms, is in progress*.   £S. many as three, haboobs 

have been; simultaneously observed, ät Wadi Seidna. (20 miles 

north of Khartoum,.).».. The. usual, duration, of an. haboob is- ap- 

proapmate.ly thirty minutes,,, while severe, ones have been, known 

to last;, for several, hours;,,   lt. ig; sometimes accompanied, by 

thunder,, but if. the thunderstorm, is: violent; enough,, rain, will 

fall, dampening: the. ground;,, removing; the. dust source.,, w&shing- 

the particles from the air,, and thus, terminating the haboob, 

42...   TA. its- early stages of development the- haboob is ho 

different, from a. common air mass- thunderstorm, except that . 

blowing, sand is carried aloft by turbulent winds- within, the 

convective cell,.   As precipitation, falls from. the. cloud base 

it evaporates; and cools the air underjieath to ito trig* fr.nlb ," 

ttiiupersferi»«. (Pig* 22),.    A discontinuity is- quickly developed 

between this air and, the air ahead of the. cloud, and- as. pre- 

cipitation continues to fall the discontinuity builds down to 

the ground, establishing a vigorous, pseudo-cold front.    Ac- 

cording to «To- Bjerknes, the momentum of the descending air 

may be assumed to equal that of the ascending, air*    In this 

case the descending current becomes concentrated along the 

leading edge of the  system, and its. relatively small jaase- is 
A. 

cesapensated for by strong wind, velocities». This leads, to a 

transfer of' momentum downward,, and; since the upper layers of 

the system1 penetrate the. northeasterly current- above the. inr 
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tertrqpical front,, the winds: near- the. ground; back from, southr- 

west, to. east,,, thereby causing, the. storm, to move, in a. cyclonic- 

path.»    Thus, hafeoobs. which are observed, east of south pass, over 

the. station, from, an .easterly direction., 

43..,   Two examples; of haboobs- are, presented here. (Figs.., 

23 & 24)..   In the first case:,., that of July 7', 1943, although. 

some light, .rain fell. to. the. ground:,/ the. air' was- not, completely- 

saturated,, and, a, true- dry haboob resulted1»,   The, temperature, 

decreased from. 102° F. to 78Q F in, a few minutes:,, (Fig* 25")' 

the wind shifting: from southwest lfrinph to? south-southeast 

34. mph..   Had the air become, completely saturated,, ifes-. lapse 

£ate. would have become p.s.eudcpadiabati.c and at- the ground, the. 

temperature would ha."-e. reached 72.°' F..   On. July 22,, 1.943, the 

entire, layer became, completely saturated,, and the hab.oob. was 

transformed into a thunderstorm, with: moderate rain.«    In this 

case the cooling was. complete to. 73° F»    It: will be noted: that 

the general visibility did not. decrease below 2§ miles,  another 

indication, that the. haboob had ceased to. exist.    The diff- 

erence between these two cases illustrates' the delicate bal- 

ance which must be maintained, in order for the haboob to de- 

velop and persist»    On the  one. hand "there must be. sufficient 

instability and moisture to insure the growth of the cumulo- 

—»^ .t-^... niiHQus C'xöütä,  wnxiLe  On  Li;.";  other- hand, tho  Upper limit of' 

moisture, is fixed by tho requirement that all the preeipir 

tation should, be evaporat al in the lower layers.    The greater 

the amount of moisture evaporated, the greater will, be the 
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temperature.' contrast at. the- pseudo-front, and therefore the 

more,- violent the: storms   But- once: the limit of saturation is 

reached1,, the; dust storm1,, which is: the- distinguishing feature 

of the; haboob,, quickly disappears..   Erom a theoretical and 

statistical. ..study of precipitable; water from the surface to 

12,,QQ0: feet (Par.: 7i5>) the limiting: values for the possible. 

occurrence! of an« haboob were; foiund t:o< be 1.26- and 1*57 in... 

0n> July 7/tj 1.3& in-«, was computed, and on July 22, 1»5£ in--... 

a. value just above the; upper' limit.. 

44:».,   The' thermodjfeamic: conditions; outlined above, fix 

the height of the ihtertropicäl front,, since, obviously if the 

front, is too; Mghi=tfiera will be too- much moisture, and 'if 

too. low,, not enough moisture:.,    Although insufficient data were 

available to determine definitely the required levels, the 

height of &,;Q00) feet is- tentatively suggested äs an optimum 

value;...   Thus the northern limit of haböpb activity cannot 

be farther- north, than, latitude 20; degrees.    The desert-sand 

required! further' limits; the area of possible occurrence both 

longitudinally and to. the south.,   Thus it may be stated that 

haboobs may occur' only in sandy areas; of the Northern Sudan. 

45'.'   RAINY' SEASON: S0IP-, ER0Nf~TYPE SANDST0BM-.    That the in- 

tertropical. front is normally in a. stable position beading 

sharply to the; northeast in hhe Sudan has been previously 

shown.,, as' has also the- f-ict that the distortion, is caused by 

the. topography to the: sociacast (Par;.. 11);..    It is also known 
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that the wind shift at the front is very abrupt, and thus, the 

balance is maintained by two strong, opposing currents* Besides 

the normal seasonal and diurnal fluctuations there also occur 

decided deviations from the mean normal frontal, position (Fig. 

20). These can be explained by changes in- the control, cells: 

the Sahara anticyclone, dominating the northerly flow, and 

the Abyssinian- plateau high, which in turn controls tbs  south-- 

erly flow» Thus, for example, when the northerly current, 

is relatively stronger- the. front will have a tendency to be 

south of its normal position, and so long as the strong nor- 

therly flow- persists, ;the frontal slope will remaj'n in bal- 

ance at a high angle of inclination. But, should the rela-^ 

tive northerly flow weaken at any time, the frontal slope 

will at once be out of balance, and the inter tr-opi\j öl front, 

will begin to surge northward as an active cola^f^ont:.. The 

thermal effect of the abnormal southerly position- of the xn- 

tertropical front is to bring warm air closer to the cold 

source,, which remains stationary on account of the topography, 

and this in turn intensifius the cold front action-. 

Convergence:of the southwest winds against the mountain bar- 

rier increases their cyclonic vor tic ityt -w h ich •" d gepens-^fee» 

Sudan low and 4horob^ incveases the pressure gradient« The 
A 

.:——.«-._ 1.   ,„£ 1    ,„.-)• „.:..!.J       ..    .........    4..1     4...~l_..:i- 4.     —-..j     -a _+. : 
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tion finally result in ? gevr^ral sandstorm.. 

46.    The synoptic .-.:-!....--. for -July 5, 1943  (Fig.. 26) is 

an example of a fully developed .sandstorm of this type.    In 
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contrast with, the- normal, chart-, $F%,. 60,,. the pressure diff- 

erence between, centers^ of high: and! low; is; 10/ mb., instead; of 

6 ial§«   The- closed: circulation around the- Sudan low ia rauch 

greater in extent and: the- separation from the; Arabian cyclon- 

ic system, more complete:.,   At: this.; stags the- front is.; already 

far north, of its- normal, position«,*-' It,, will, fee- noted that: 

there is a- distinct gap. between the- front and; the. sandstorm;.. 

In Ulfc- gegggg? gf UieV gggpgsgt; ^Lüq^ocrt^nd.a^^Q. the; west of 

the. mQuritäin.s^, the- blowing: sand: becomes thiouast.^ insolation 

becomes; greatly; retarded;,, and the- temperature- discontinuity 

develops into a pseUdo^coid front.*,,   Meanwhile; the- infcertropt- 

ical front advances rapidly wit-h; the,- circulation aloft.; dup- 

ing, the afternoon,, especially,, the pseudoHtront becomes; moat 

intense,, and. the violence of the- sandstorm: is- increased«; 

47 . A cpraparison of the, July' 3'H^. 1943J soundings (Hg> 

27)> further illustrates- the development of these sandstorms;* 

On July 3 the entire sounding represents a. homogeneous Sahara, 

air mass-,, and the front is; far- south of its normal position., 

Between 1000 GMT of the 3rd and 4th. the front has-, passed 

Khartoum and is indicated on the sounding of the 4th by ah; 

isothermal layer from- 3,000! to- 5*000' feet...   Although the-    • 

* The- normal, psjsitisn .of the intertropicäl front- should be- 

south of Kareima, station 166..   In this- respect Fig«, 6. is- an 

unfortunate choice as a typical, synoptic; chart», 
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lapse rate in the cold air j.c quits unstabil? because of tur- 

:    bulence, the usual insolation is not achieved, and thus the 

temperature contrast between the two air masses results in 

an abnormal stability of the surface of dicisontitrir-.ty.    At 

0125 GMT on July 5 the pseudo-cold front and sar» storm have 

reached Khartoum,  and the decided decrease of temperature is 

indicated on the sounding for that day.;   bhe frontal, surface 

now appearing between 5*300 ani    ?(*C00 feet.    For forecasting 

purposes the rapid northward advanse of the cold front plus 

the appearance of an extremely stable frontal discontinuity" 

are the roreruhriefs of this type of sandstorm. 

MSe    It was- concluded in Chapter III that large-scale, 

precipitation in the Sudan could not occur without a general 

disturbance of the normal flow patterns«    The processes in- 

volved in the development of this type of sandstorm lead:to 

just such a disturbed state of the atmosphere.    It has been 

found that ^general rains invariably follow within 24 to 48 

hours.    This process will be further amplified in Chapter VI 

(Par. 69), 
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„CHAPTER. V 

- KABHATTAM KAZS 

49» Periodically in the Dry Season, the Asiatic high 

• becomes so intense, that cold; air from: the northeast invades 

the. African continent,., underrunning Sahara air to the south 

and; quicKLy developing, a, "vigpro.ua cold front.. Three, large- 

scale, effects, operate in. such a manner that, great, quantities 

"of s.ähd* are carried aloft within, the polar- air- mass:, scooping 

action of theüd.owrisl»pe, currents; at the: cold front:,, strong 

turbulent, flaw- behind the- front,. and instability- caused, by = 

heating- from helfcw/,, since; this ig; definitely a. "K!' air mass; 

in the Bergeron classification.. As. the quantity of sand in 

the atmosphere behind the frohfe increases^, insolation: is re-- 

tarded,.. the temperature; contrast becomes; even, greater,, and 

the cold front becomes progressively more active,, The coarser 

sand particles soon fall to earth, leaving; a layer of dense 

haze concentrated aloft». Subsidence inversions, develop within 

the air mass, and- these are- greatly intensified by reduced in- 

solation and radiation, from the top- of the; haze at. the- base 

of the inversions,.. Thus. the. haze- becomes stratified in sev- 

eral layers, and turbulent mixing is prevented. Even though 

the- suspended particles tend to. settle,, the condition, will, 

persist until insolation finally destroys the inversions-. 

In. this respect, harmattan haze ia similar- to» high inversion- 

fog, and temperature soundings, may be,- used! in- the.- same way 
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to forecast its termination»- - ~ 

5-0.    The Khartoum..soundings for February 22-24, 1943 

(Fig* 28) illustrate the thermodynamics of harmattan haze. 

The curve of the 22nd is typical of warm, dry Sahara air. 

After the frontal passage about 1900 GMT on the 22nd, the 

sounding-for the 23rd shows the new air mass at the surface 

with a temperature decrease of 7.5° C.    It will be noted that 

there, is an unstable layer in the first. %000 feet, then an 

extremely stable, layer to. 7,000 feet-, above which the sounding 

merges with that of the previous day«.   Two; haze layers are 

shown> the lower one of which Ms: the poorer visibility.    On 

the next'day the .air ha& cooled uniformly in the lower layers 

by 4° C, the height of the front has risen 1,000 feet, and, 

the stable layer- has been divided into two subsidence in- 

versions with a haze top at. the base of each.    The base of 

the first inversion has lowered from 3,000 to 2,000 feet. 

After the 24th the air begins to warm slowly, although the 

inversions and the haze remain for several more days.    Thus 

the sounding of' the 24th represents the maximum effect of 

cooling.    An important consideration here is the lag of temr 

perature reaction to .the frontal passage. ntrast to 

the wind, which increases .and shifts abruptly, the tempera- 

ture decreases gradually and regularly.. 

51. The widespread nature of harmattan haze is well il- 

lustrated by the series, of synoptic, charts: (sig.e 35, to 33)* 

The chart, for the 21st. (Fig, 29) is typical of the station- 
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-ä£Jr Dry Season pattern with the exception, or the vigorous  

wave cyclone developing-in, the Läediterranean Sea, and an oc- 

cluding system farther t-o the east.. By the next day, how- 

ever, the cold air to. the. north has pushed rapidly south- 

ward,, almost completely displacing, the Sahara dynamic high.. 

The. wave cyclone has deepened and moved eastward, and the 

pressure gradient, behind the. system, isrincreasing.. The Red. 

Sea trough,, though still present.,, is: extremely weak., The 

area of harmattan haze ia beginning- to develop and spread, 

behind the cold front:.. 

£2... 0n; the 23rd (Fig*, 31) the cyclonic wave,, still wi-th- 

an open warm sector*, has; split into two. centers... Pres-- 

sure gradients- and wind velocities north of the front 

-have further increased^ the high pressure center having in- 

tensified from 102.0 mb;.. to-1032 mb«. "in two d'ayp... Ihe cy- 

clonic sweep, of cold air has imparted an eastward surge to 

the northern portion of the front, and a new. swge  s.outhr 

ward is. developing which will appear on subsequent maps". The 

Red Sea trough and the Sahara dynamic high have disappeared, 

and the Arabian high has been displaced and'weakened. 

53-, Fig» 32 shows farther eastward movement of the 

wave cyclone, which has. become extremely deep and has start- 

ed to occlude.,. The continental, high is now splitting, with 

waves on the front developing to the south-. There is still 
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~ä£e_4 has maintained its; vastness», 
c    54..   By the 2§th, (fig. 33). the cyclone. hasmSYed. out of = 

the area pi- observation: and is probably- filling;.,    The "split 

to the high pressure is now,- complete with, a. separate center 

to .the east which: is becoming; dynamic-in; character- and. will. 

later form, the new- Arabian, high as part of' the normal, circular 

tion,».   A. tongue- of; the western; high: is also in the process off 

separation! and movement into- the position; of: thg- Sahara; high,, 

while the* Red; Sea trough i;s beginning to- reappear.,   Uhi.s chart 

represents1 the: initial, stage of; the return, from: the., disturbed, 

to the s^atipnary- type- of circulättipru 
i 

.   5§i,   |t; Will be- noted; that; töa* harmattan: haze is more- 

persistent in the west, where the front has-, become stationary» 

As the fronfe teaches its equilibrium-position: tp the south,, 

several factors create, a. situation: favorable for its mainte** 

nance».   Since, it is now close- tp= the ocean,, the southwest 

flow becomes maritime in character,, and: thus; a great con-, 

trast in moisture as well as, temperature develops...   The warm, 

moist air condenses as it ascends the- frontal, slope,, and: 

frontal, clouds further retard insolation in the polar aii»> 

so that the discontinuity is intensified, and the front re- 

mains indefinitely*    This process, occurs most"fequently in: 

northern and central. Nigeria, where- polar- adi*. first eweoustwi?» 

fpesh maritime air-,, and; therefore harmattan. haze is most per- 

sistent in this region* 

56»,   The. above series, shows; that it i.s possible, for polar 
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:t *•*"•* *•-* "eateca *—•**—»u °e. necessary to overeat «+„ 

rr *- .** * «-o -. ^ -* * toe «nt have. northerly velocity „•       _.  ' % 

Stated that in. thiS: type o£ storm ih ^   * 
latitude • *»****» o£ the «*** 

cttcuiatio^ ?. alter the; uomal. 
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CHAPTER. VI. 

57. The conclusion has" been reached (Par* 33) that 

rainfall in Central Africa is non-frontal in character. Ex- 

perience, in other regions of the world proves that, besides 

orographic precipitation and local air mass, thunderstorms, 

there -is a. third type, of non-frontal, rainfall which,, .indeed, 

is the cause of many floods,.. This; may he. described as-wide- 

spread mass lifting, of' moist and: cohv^ctlvely unstable, trop* 

ical maritime- air- from which t,  as condensation, is. reached, an. 

enormous quantity of cörivective. energy is: released,. Its: gen- 

eral -character and. its syst<anati.c motion distinguish, this 

type from the purely local conve.ctiVe storm«. Henceforth the 

former will be referred to. as, a. "general storm.» and-, thö latter 

as. a. "local, storm". The solution, of two- ^important problems, 

was 'undertaken! to discover first whether all tropical rain- 

fall is local and sporadic or whether there are also- evidences, 

of general storms, and, second,, to explain the. dynamic and 

thermodynamic conditions which produce^ rainfall in these re- 

gions. For these purposes all available data for the- 1942' 

Rainy Season in the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan were intensively ana- 

lyzed. 

58. RAINFALL PATTERNS. A complete set of daily isohy- 

etal charts for July and August 1942 was^ compiled, and these 

showed that in several, cases storms: could be. traced, systema- 
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tically» However^ the analysis was quite difficult on ac- 

count of the sparsity of rainfall stations and the differ- 

ences in intensity in the various sections.• In order to 

overcome these disadvantages, the Sudan was divided into te. 

equal areas within each of which the rainfall characteristics 

. were approximately homogeneous.' The average daily rainfall 

within each region was computed, by the Thiessen method, and 

these in turn converted into pgr-csntage's of the seasonal to- 

tal for each region\ Values thus obtained were plotted at 

the geometrical centers' of the regionsi Smooth curves were 

then drawn to represent isopieths of regional rainfall per- 

centage. In. this way the accidental nature: of point rain^ 

. fall measurements was partially overcome by considering only 

the ayejsage rairifall over a sizeable area. By the reduction 

. of the results to a percentage basis they were made compar- 

able with each other. 

59. Careful examination of these; charts revealed a 

number of recurring patterns and general cyclonic motion of 

the storm centers. The remarkable day to day similarity be- 

tween the two series of Pig. 34 illustrates the typically 

recurrent patterns. They leave no doubt as to their gene«^ 

ral nature both because of their extensiveness and, their 

systematic motions, In fact it was found that nearly all of 

the more intense rain occurring in the Khartoum area was asso- 

ciated with general storms. 

60. DYNAMICS OF RAINFALL.. From the rainfall data of sta« 
 »•"   •'••   —"f HIIWM—•»   II»   •   •»    •••?•    •••.—••   , 
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tions in. the vicinity of Khartoum, a classification was made, 

which included 8 days of heavy i-a-in, 20 of light rain, and 32 

with no rain..-. In order to discover the flow of air existing 

under various conditions^ the- upper winds for 13; stations. 

were' also, classified as above and. averaged... Fig, 35. shows, 

' the> results of' this: work for the Khartoum, data and reveals, 

several, important- points:/the- striking; diurnal, variation of 

the: winds in the air mass, above, thg front,, effective, even dur^ 

ing; heavy rain: periods'!: the- diurnal variation, in the. height 

of the.- intertropical. front fpom 5,000 feet at 0400 local, time 

to- 7*000 feet at lÖQQj. and; finally the contrast between, the. 

normal veering of the wind with height arid the- pronounced 

backing during rain periods,. In connection, with the last 

principle- the dominance of the- east wind,; especially before 

and after heavy rains,, is'; highly significant. Other invest-- 

igators; have also noted the bae-king of the wind during rain- 

storms in this region,,, but by means of a more detailed study 

of this phenomenon we have found that this is -a necessary 

but insufficient condition for the occurrence of rain.. 

6l.. The significance of the above facts could not be 

fully appreciated from, the study at a single station so. that 

a, set of flow charts for' an, area, centered- at. Khartoum was 

constructed (Fig.. 36), using the- data from, all. of the sta- 

tions.. Fig, 37, showing, the normal flow, is- the first of 

these,», Again there- is: the diurnal fluctuation, of the wind 

and the- frontal position:.,.. At 04Q0- the front is southernmost 
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and the slope greatest, the Khartoum winds- being strong, north 

and north-northea.st. at 12,000 feet...   Thus the= air north of 

the front is most active in the early morning».   By 1000 the. 

12,000-foot Khartoum winds shift to the northeast> but the 

slope of the front regains: steep».   As conyectiye activity 

reaches its maximum, the upper air loses momentum at the ex- 

pense of the lower, so that its winds shift t;Q easterly,, and, 

the. frontal, slope becomes unstable- and. .pushes- northward'.   This 

is best seen on. the 4j(000^foot 18.00 chart,.   Aj contributing- 

factor to the northward, surge of the- intertropical front is 

the temperature contrast produced at this *dme by-the* increased 

cloudiness- in the moist air- south of the f rent».-   As this pro- 

cess continues the front becomes- shallower.-  The front reaches, 

its most northerly position shortly after sunset*,   by which 

time, both convection and insolation having disappeared, the 

upper winds shift back to north, the frontal, slope becomes 

unbalanced, and the front retreats southward again, finally 

attaining its 0400 position». 

62»    An interesting feature of the normal circulation is 

the anticyclonic cell existing at 12,000 feet above the vSudan 

low, the frontal trough sloping with the front.    The fact 

that the Khartoum wind» in May are northerly near the surface- 

and southwest aloft has puzzled synoptic, meteorologists, but : 

can now be explained.    Since in May the  entire system is^ 

displaced southward so that the  anticyclone is directly above 

Khartoum,, the southwest winds aloft are part of this upper- 
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63:»    In. order to bring; out- the. greatest, contrast,,, the 

corresponding flow- for- days; with heavy rain.' was then computed 

(Big-, 38^   2h; this- case; the. first, set. of charts represents; 

conditions; prevailing: several, hp.urs- b.efore.- the rain^, and the 

second set during, and shortly- after the rain«,   Comparing: the 

normal, charts-, -with tho.se.> for- heavy- rain^ many distortions; 

are apparent and these are greatest itt the lower- layers.».,   The- 

./i^OGÖ-fobt level, shows; that, the- inter-tropical, front is north 

of its- normal position both before and after- the rain.,   Ex- 

treme, convergence.- at S^QOQ; feet b.efore- the- ra-in^ is; als©; well 

marked,.   The, I2^.0.0,Q-£o_ot level, appear^ qudibe. normal, except, that, 

conditions": both before and after the rain, resemble the; 

040Q normal flow...   Undoubtedly the most interesting; feature- 

is thet cyclonic, vorteil appearing, at 4$ÖQQ' feet during and 

after- the heavy rain.    This- shows- how^ the east, winds; of Big«, 

3"5 are related to the. general flow:,. 

64«.-   Since., the diurnal, wind variation continues; even 

hi the midst of a large disturbance,, it is- important to re- 

move this- effect in, order to understand the pure effect of 

the storm.    In Fig, y%. the. normal flow has been subtracted • 

from- the storm flow,, and, the results represent the deviation 

from-, the normal in, heavy rain period's.,.   Extreme convergence 

of the two air masses is definitely indicated, by the. devia- 

tions; before the, rain,, begins;.:   Thus;the. greatly increased- 
c 

southerly/ flow in, the moist, air- at k-,ß@®: f.©.eft is;r simultan:- 
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eous with the cprrespondiftg. increased: northerly flow, at, 12>GQ0 

feet,, and the convergence of the. twq streams, at; Khartoum- is 

clearly evident at 8,000 feet..    Both the 4/00 and. tf,pöu~fööe 

deviations, after the rain begins:;, show a. strong backing tendency 

and an increase, in. cyclonic vorticity.    It will al.so>: be- not— 

ed that the center of convergence has been lifted to 12,000 

= 6§..   Sine;e> the flow charts- indicate- that, the; v:inds undergo . 

convergence and cyclonic, vorticity during heavy rain,, the val- 

ues for a combination of convergence and vorticity were com- 

puted and plotted on another set of charts (Fig... 40) > . Here, 

the.   numerical values are proportional, to-the sum-, of' the. in— 

flow and rotational velocities..    Convergence and cyclonic vor^ 

ticity exist at all levels- in. the. vicinity of Khartoum, and. 

are- strongest at 12j,0QQ feet both before, and after the rain,. 

66...   As a quantitative index of the relationship between. 

the opposing, flow on either side of the front, the southwest 

component of the wind at 4,000 feet was subtracted from the> 

southwest component at 12,000" feet.    By adopting the  conven- 

tion of southwest as positive and northeast as negative,, the 

frontal shear will have a negative value.    On the shear chart 

(Fig. 41) the zero, line approximates the position of the front . 

at 8,000 feet..    lb will be seen that there is a decided in- 

crease in negative shear before heavy rain, but that after 

heavy rain, the deviation is reversed',, reflecting the strong- 

east wind at. 4,000 feet... 
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6!?v   Äs. was already shown- (Par* 60;);,, °ne- °£' the most, 

striking £ eatures of the, rain process; is; the,- extreme east-' 

••*erly deviation of the wind...   To amplify- this- analysis.-., "the: 

daily deviations from the normal, of the mean: west component 

of the; wind in: the- layer from the- surface- to.- %@.0G; rfe,et. was' 

computed and plotted, and isopleths- of wind deviation were 

drawn., (Eig* 42')*   In these charts the, numerical, valuer are> 

proportional to velocity,. and a, negative quantity represents: 

an easterly deviation from normal»,   The centers; of: negative- 

deviation; show a. systematic; trajectory and>., during- rain per- 

iods,, are- always- to- the east of '-the- positive centers., -This; 

indicates' ä. greater' than normal horizontal cp.nve.Kgen.ce.,   Fur- 

thermore, there is,: a. remarkable resemblance between, these 

charts and; the- rainfall patterns for the- same, period (Fig,. - 

34 K   Whenever- the frontal^ shear- is= ICKS, ^or -in -other' words* 

when, the winds-, aloft, are west-northwest, or northwest instead  - 

of northeast., rainfall does not occur, and the  centers of pos- 

itive west wind deviation are- east of the centers of negative, 

deviation»    This represents an- abnormal horizontal divergence... 

63.,   The following conditions, then^may be enumerated 

as associated with the rain processt 

1...    The intertropical front at the- surface, is- north- 

ox its- normal, position and. aloft, it is> farther- south, 

than normal«, 

2.    The shallow- slope of the front is maintained by 

an- increased southerly flow- of moist-air- near- the- 
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• ground and a correspondingly strong northerly- flow 

aloft,, the two currents converging at about 8,00.0 

feet. 

3. Increased horizontal, convergence and cyclonic 

vorti&ity occur- at- all. levels*. 

4* The wiride. back with, elevation, and there is a 

decided easterly shift- at 4,000: feet; 

6.9,,. It has. already been shewn-(Par* 45-47)- that the in- 

tertrppical. front may become, an active, cold front which, will 

push -its way north of' its- normal, position, under- conditions 

of. extreme, convergence, and active cyclog-enesis-.. _ The extreme 

horizontal convergence of the southwest, flew against the 

mountain barrier to. the east causes, vertical stretching. Ac- 

cording to the theorem of vörticity, vertical stretching is : 

in part compensated for by the. increased latitude of the 

northward moving current,, but so-enormous is the effect that, 

a considerable increase in cyclonic vorticity also takes 

place-- .. Thus the processes which produce.the cold front, from 

the south and its accompanying sandstorm, in their later 

stages of development, fulfill all 'the. conditions necessary 

for heavy rain. Every observed occurrence of this type of 

sandstorm Was followed within 4.8 hours by general, rain. 

However, there is another way in which general rain may de- 

velop. If the intertr-opical front is already north of its 

normal, position, then- the southerly flow, is relatively strong. 
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If the northerly flew should' suddenly veer- to the- northeast, and 

increase- in- intensity aloft,, the. resulting convergence at in-- 

termediate levels Would create an. increase in. cyclonic vorti«- 

city- and rain would follow.. The effectiveness- of; this; j>ro~- 

^ces.s- depends on the' magnitude' of the, convergence: and the- rar 

pidity with, which it takes; place«. It sometimes- happens; that 

the. winds aloft at Khartoum^, instead« of being northeast,, are- 

west-northwest or- northwest, in which case, the frontal shear- 

has, a small, negative- value- or- may- even; be- positive;,. Thus' a. 

subnormal frontal convergence exists:,, and rain is not likely 

to occur». Two. extreme examples of this; type, of flow-were, 

föundj,, ort. July IS and August. %t, 1942,, when no rain. fell, any- 

where in the Sudan east of EL Geneina." 

7Q. 3SENTRÖPIC FLOP/.. General, as well as local, rainfall 

is largely affected, by conveetlve' proce.sses^and isrtherefore 

most intense- in. the late afternoon and early evening* . During, 

such times the flow in the lower layers, where, the moisture 
c 

is concentrated, is non-isen tropic..   Thus the isentropic sur- 

faces are- destroyed during the daytime and: re-established at 

night.    This, process exists also in the "United States during, 

the summer but is greatly exaggerated here, because of the inr 

fluence of the inter-tropical front..   Nevertheless-^, careful 

study of the circulation, indicates that... Ausfc »s in; the United 

States, in this- region also general rains, are associated 

with, isentropic. upslope motion.. .. 

71». . By fitting together- the dynamic; and,- thermodynamic 
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principles- hitherto, discussed, the current wind observations 

over a considerable area,, and the Khartoum soundings,, isen- 

tropic charts were constructed for July 13 and July 26, 1942 

(Pigs., 1+3 & 44)* Such a task would ordinarily be toe diffi- 

cult to attempt,, but in this- case the number of possible so- 

lutions is severely limited by the imposed restrictions, these 

charts; are schematic inasmuch as the numerical values indicated- 

may differ' considerably .from the true, values, but the, patterns 

themselves- are' believed to be logical and correct. The sche- 

matic chart for July 13 (Fig« 43) represents the normal isen- 

tropic flow in the, Rainy Season.. The cold dome, in the south- 

east is associated with the-plateau high and the warm valley 

with the intertropical. front. The moist tongue in the south 

originates: at the Indian Oceanr £he_ flow being generally an-? 

ticyclonic and ups-lope in the southern Sudan? As it approaches 

the front,, however, the flow is- deflected into a. cyclonic cell. 

In this particular« case- the cyclonic cell is somewhat west- of 

its normal position, since the front is.too far south in the 

vicinity of' El Pasher. The anomalous relationship between 

the. pressure and condensation patterns is most pronounced 

in the eastern dry cell, where dry air from the Arabian cy-* 

clonic circulation iä  flowing upslope. The dome of dry air 

in the northwest, is the- Sahara air which move's generally 

downslope-. Originating as an anticyclonic current, it- be- 

comes, part of the cyclonic cell near the front. The most 

important factor- in the rainfall regime is, the anticyclonic 

M 
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shape of the Southeastern cold dome, 'which, tends to produce 

downslape motion in the northern Sudan»,    Here again is evi- 

dence of the all important »fact that, whereas in the south- 

ern Sudan the normal, circulation enhances the opportunity 

for precipitation, the opposite is true father north*    In 

'     other vjordsy a disturbed state of atmospheric flow is, essen-- 

tial for general rainfall to occur in the north.    With; fur*- 

ther reduption of frontal shear, as. on July 1.9 (Par.. 69 )> 

the- dome- of cold air- becomes more- ant-icyclonic and the down-* 

-slope motion more* pronounced«; 

72. IDa contrast to- the abo-v.e,, the  schematic chart? for 

July- 2,6. (Fig. 44)  shows the distortion of the normal, patterns 

which takes place during periods öf heavy- general rain.    The 

cold dome is situated farther north and is decidedly cyclonic 

in shape so that the southwest flew is predominantly upslope... 

The condensation area has the same shape as the  cold dome and 

advances in a cyclonic path..   It may be here pointed out that 

the;Sudan rainfall regime extends as far west as El Fäsher 

and does not usually:include El Geneina (Par,. 86).    Another 

important fact to be noted is. the  greater wird velocity 

throughout the area in comparison with the. normal chaivt, 

73. THERMODYNAMICS CF RAINFALL.    The- modified Indian 

Ocean air mass is extremely conservative in its thermodynam- 

ic properties., and the modifications which take place during 

its movement northward are gradual.    Thus the amount of mois^ 

ture in the air above Khartoum is a function of the  height 
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of' the front and, the strength of the southerly flow,, both- of 

which- are. automatically determined by the dynamic, conditions- 

previously discussed*.   When there exists a dynamic state nee-, 

essary to produce rain, by the same token there also- exis.ts- 

a dieep. layer of moist, unstable a5r.~ 

74«    Using, the same classification as- before,, three- 

mean- soundings for no rain,, light rain-, and heavy rain- were.: 

constructed; (Figs. 45,. 46> &. 4.7)'«.   The results, show a- syste- 

matic intensification from, no rain to- heavy rain of all, of 

the. thermodynamic criteria for cojrvective activity,.    The pos- 

itive- areas; and the; quantities- of precipifeable water- increase,-,, 

while, the negative- areas-- and the- critical levels- decrease-.. 

It is interesting to note, however ^ that the curve -which rep-» 

resents- the temperature of the- rising parcel rei:,?i.yR- constant.,. 

Since this curve is determined' by the- majdm-Kti t^niptra-ture- and- 

the. average moisture in the unsaturated layer, it. is evident 

that both the maximum temperature and the  average wet bulb 

potential temperature in the unsaturated^ layer do not change«,' 

(The latter property henceforth will be called the limiting, 

pseudo^adiabat,)'   When the individual daily soundings .were^ 

examined,, it was. found that this limiting wet bulb potential, 

temperature is practically invariant. 

•75..    ,m the- theory of effective prec-ipitabie water, de- 

veloped by the Hydrometeorological Section of the  United 

States Weather Bureau,, a model convective cell has: three 

layers- of equal height:    the layer of net inflow,, the layer 
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of maximum lift.,, and the layer- of net outflow.    The effective 

precipitable,- water is the, amount available, for precipitation 

and! ig; computed: as the; difference, in. precipitable water- be- 

tween the- inflow and the outflow layers*.   Under conditions 

of saturation* precipitable/ water is. measured, along the lim-- 

iting pseudo-adiabat- by integrating the. specific humidities 

with: respect tjo, pressure:«,   The, vertical dimensions of the sy~ 

stem> are- assumed to, be. a direct function, of the. limiting pseu* 

dLoradiabafe,. .since connective energy depends on the; amount of" 

latente heat,..   In this case;,, the; limiting pseudo-adiabat is 

f ixe_dj (we.t, bulb potential temperature; 249G.J,. and consequently 

the- effective; precipitable; water- for- saturation-is constant. 

The value; qf the- former- is £«#& in* ih 12.>.Q00 -feet and of 

the latter l«AQj in,,   IfJhen the.- air- mass is. uns&turate-d,. how- 

ever-* the; effective.: precipifeable; water is reduced, since less 

moisture; is flowing; into- the- convectiye- cell.,, while at the 

same; time;* the- outflow layer heisgf saturated,, there is the 

same, amount, of outflow.,   Furthermore^ part, of the precipita-* 

tion must be; evaporated into- the/ unsaturated air- below*    Thus 

the- effective precipitable water is; reduced by twice the .diff- 

erence between the precipitable water in a. saturated inflow 

layer,,, and; the actual, amount of precipitable water in the in- 

flow- layer.,   In this: case:,, then,, the limiting, amount, of pre- 

cipitable water- in 12ii;00Q; feet is l.«,26., in.,    in-, other words, 

if the- first 12,000/ feet, contains less-, than 1*26 in., all the   = 

precipitation will, evaporate before reaching, the- ground. 
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76,    The amounts of precipitable water in the first 

12,000 feet were computed for each day, and a frequency study 

of this data was performed.1   Since it was previously found 

(Par. 69) an air mass with high moisture content could 

exist without producing rain if the winds aloft veered to 

west-northwest or northwest, ten such cases, were not in- 

eluded; in this study>;   Pig. U& shows the results that were 

obtained.,   There were only t^o cases of rain with less than 

1.5? in. of precipitable. water.;, in. one of these the- wet =bu*jb- 

curve was questionable^ and in the other the. precipitable wa- 

ter was 1.54-. in*    fhf ee cases of no rain occurred with pre- 

eipitable water off 1»60. in. or'higher and none with more 
t i 

V 

than. 1.64 in* Sincö the critical conditions for the  contin-? 

uahce of' ah haboob are determined by evaporation, into the 

lower layers-/ the values of preeipitable water fot the two 

"haboobs previously discus.sed: (Par.-.. £3),are shown on this 

chart«. The lower limit of 1.26 in. and the upper limit of , 

1.57 in. seem reasonable. The validity of the curve of Fig» 

4# is enhanced by the agreement between the two theoretical 

limits and the observed values. Because of inaccuracies in 

the method of observation,., no further '.refinements were con- 

sidered adviseable*. 

77» In conclusion, it is again emphasized that most of _ 

the thermodynamic properties of the air mass are nearly in- 

variant and that the variant properties bear an automatic re- 

lationship to the dynamic conditions.       :  ^ 
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CHAPTER VII 

DINAMIC GLmiCSXßSt 

70:.,   The; climates of! Central. Africa, like the climates, 

of all great, land' masses, are cai.troiled; primarily by- four 

factors;:: the; annual march of the. sun, the general tropos^- 

pheric; circulation,, the. relationship between land, and: sea. 

masses-,, and'topography».   The, latter • two- -pr-odu.ee. local q-ir^- 

cjüiatipns; of' various-degrees of* magnitude1.,   The, interaction 

of two- opposing large-scale, flows,, from the north and from 

:the,hsouth,,, .produces;.' the intertropicai front, which, unlike 

normal. fronts, ,-inhibi.ts.' rather- than enhances the occurrence 

of-precipitation over- the African, continent.   On the basis;' 

of tke .ahove discussion it. is- possible to explain the gen- 

eralized .annual, isohyetal. pattern (Kg:..- 49)..   3$ will be* 

seen that the isohyete tend to parallel the- position, of the. 

intertropicai front..   The rainfall, decreases,.northward from 

maxima, at, the' source region, along the coast to minima, along    " 

the position of the; front,, with an orographic maximum on, the 

Abyssinian^ plateau«, 

79,.-   The air- transport, route from Dakar to Karachi, India- 

may be- divided into five climatic zones:: the maritime, Dakar, 

to; Eagos   (1744. miles:),; the transitional, Lagos- to El 

G-eneina. P4.75 miles};; the-Sudan,.zone,. El Geneina to Kassala 

(952; miles;)?; the- orographic zone,. Kassala to the Red Sea 

(235' miles;)';/ and the southern. Arabian zone,, from the Red Sea 
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to Karachi (2117 miles), • 

. 80,   South of the intertropi.cal front in the Rainy Sea- 

'    son, two large streams of cold maritime air underrun the Sa- 

hara air mass: the Indian Ocean anticyclonic current to the 

east, and the cyclonic Atlantic current to the west,    These 

converge.in the region of El Geneina, (Big, ?)•»,   The eastern, 

flow has already been, fully discussed.    The western current 

continues to.fLow cyclonically, reaching the coast at Accra 

as a n&pthga^t vüTid«.   The; normal isentr.öpic. flow, being in- 

this case cyclonic andj, from Maiduguri southwestward, also 

upslope-is favorable to, the occurrence of precipitation* in 

contrast to the Indian' Ocean current.    The shallow, thermal 

high extending off the south coast of western Central" Africa ; 

does not influence the flow patterns to the same degree as its 

eastern counterpart, the plateau high.   Since there is no 

mountain-barrier, the .anticyclonic circulation, does not norm- 

al'Iy^ex&ena above 4,000 feet^ nor more than 100 miles inland» 

81,  .Along the west coast the rainfall maximum occurs    • 

in August when the inter tropical front is farthest north and 

the tropical maritime current is deepest.    Just.as in the 

Sudan, precipitation is greatest when the front is just far 

enough north to produce both a deep maritime current and 

frontal convergence aloft,    Between Accra and Lagos.,, on the 

other hand>. there are two maxima., in June and October, with 

a lull in August,    The primary maximum in June occurs when 
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the inter-tropical frönt is. advancing northward and is suf- 

ficien.tly far tit- the. north: to produce maximum convergence. 

al.*ft, and: the secondary maximum, in. October occurs under 

similar conditions with the retreat *f the fr»nt, 

&2,_    Precipitation in the, maritime, ztne is of two kinds, 

local an.d. general.«   The local rains are heaviest in French 

Guinea;,. Sierra. Leone, and M-bet-ia, where well over "Ue hund^ 

red incbS-s. taxis during a year..   At Monrovia., Liberia, preeipr 

itation is; recorded,, on. the" average-, 23 days a month fr»m 

Jung through. Qctabgr> sad rain falls every month out of the 

year>.    The lecal nature, of the rainfall in this z^ne is also 

seen by- the fact that: at Accra the .annual precipitation is 

•nly 2.7 inche.a,. whereas, because of the additional lift* it. . 

N-   is probably three tines as great in the hill? a *e* mi.7_e.s 

inland«        , ... 

83 T.    Al*ng the entire west c»ast there exists- a pereruar 

ial sea breeze which produces a shear aloft that is- sometimes- 

confused with the »intertropical front (Par»; 32)..   At Accra, 

for example* l»w cumulus develop in the early afternosn, 

drift^inland under the influence, of the southwest sea breeze, 

build up into, cumulonimbus,, and flow back at night in the 

northeast circulation above 4*090 ;feet-,•- Thus most of the l#c- 

cal precipitation at Accra is nocturnal;.    Unlike the frontal 

shear,, the air above the sea breeze is also maritime, and 

therefore does" not dessicate    the cbnvective clouds.    General, 

rainfall, in this- region is-- associated with the. cyclonic cell 
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aloft and can readily be traced from Maiduguri westward,. 

These are the "so-called "line squalls" and are simply areas7 

of horizontal convergence similar to those in the Sudan, 

although not requiring as great a disturbance of the norm- 

al flow«    Since the isentropic flow in September at Maidu- 

guri is slightly downslope, an increase in horizontal con- 

vergence and cyclonic vorticity is necessary to generate a 

storm of this character...   Thu.& the normal- southw.e.atjyind 

at 6,000 to 3,000 feet backs to south with the approach of 

a general storm»    The. essential feature of these storms is 

that they are not frorrcal and th^efore not  "line  tquails», 

but rather that they are associated with isentfopio flow 

within a homogeneous air mass. 

•   Ö4-«    'The prevailing air mass, in this regioa is m-ivd- 

tams.only .during   .he ra?lny half of the year.,    vwln^ ~'JLe re- 

mainder of the year the Sahara anticyclone definitely predom- 

inates.    As pre-vaously stated, the sea breeze forms a shallow 

cold front along the coast*    Arj exception to the general con- 

tinental flow in the Dry Season occurs when the harmattan 

front appear-s, and a .strong maritime current • develops  (Par.    - 

55»'»    Along the west coast, moreover, the return flow of 

the continental anticyclone becomes modified as it moves 

over the ocean, and. this accounts for th§ rainfall through- 

out the year.. 

85.    In general the maritime zone is a region of. low 
c        v 

ceilings and fog, especially in the Rainy Season. There us- 
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ually exists an area of broken clouds adjacent, to the shore, 

and in. bad wöather pilots fly low along the coast line, coming 

in under the overcast. 

86. Inland from the coast.In the transition zone there is, a 

progressive decrease in low stratus,; fog, and poor visibi- 

lities. The maximum precipitation occurs in August when 

there is enough, moisture to produce almost daily- local rains... v 

•As"' the moisture decreases inland, so does the average .height 

of theV thunderstorms- increase, until it is possible to fly 

underneath., all but the, most severe ones.. The lightning in 

the lagge majority of these, storms is of the. cioud-tc-eloud-i 

type;, this: fact is generally true throughout Central Africa,. 

The general storms, in the Maiduguri region have already been 

discussed. The rainfall, at El Geneina is in a special, class, 

by itself. The- general cyclonic disturbance in the eastern 

current (Chap. VI), although, it- extends to EL Fasher, 194 

miles- to the east, xarely reaches El Geneina.. On the other 

hand the general storms associated with the western cyclonic 

current do. not usually occur so far to theeast. However-   

El Geneina is in a region of normal convergence between the 

anticyclone to the east and the .cyclone to the vvest. Also, 

there is a small range of mountains with peaks extending 

over 10>00Q feet between El Geneina and EL Fasher (Fig. 50), 

a natural birthplace of thunderstorm activity,, which de- 

velops and moves vreatward, 

07». Since the Sudan- climate needs no further discussion,, -- 
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the next region to be considered is the mountain climate 

from Kassala to the Red Sea.    The nature of this climate 

can best be understood by an examination of the cross-sec- 

tion (Fig. 50).    From an average height of about 7,000 feet 

the topography drops to sea level in approximately 50 miles- 

These are not. isolated peaks but present a real barrier«    It 

can. he seen that the weather in this region is extremely lor- 

cal^ and' conditions, of wind, temperature and humidity must 

he. studied in great detail in order to. forecast successfully*« 

The orographic e:ffect is also well marked on the isohyetal 

chart (Fig. 49).    Almost daily rains, occur in «July and Aug- 

ust, and the Rainy Season endures from May to October.   Early 

morning stratus throughout the year is also an important fore- 

casting -problem».   The influence of the- fflauntain barrier has 

the: inter-ostihg effect at Massaua,. on. the Red Sea coast, o£ 

entirely reversing- the Rainy Sea$on. to the winter months.. 

This is, of course, caused by the upslope winds from the 

Arabian high. 

88,    Along the southern Arabian coast the monsoons con- 

trol the climate, although, lacking the high mountains öf"Jjn^~ 

dia, they cause little rain.    Salalah, from May to October 

during the southerly regime/ has considerable drizzle, fog, 

and low visibility.    Karachi,  Ind'ia records only 7 inches of 

rainfall per year. c   

09.,    As an index of rainfall regime, the cumulative- 
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daily- maximum, rainfall, percentages for the greatest two month, 

period were, plotted against, the number of days. (Fig. 51)» Thus 

ah arid station will have a. very steep curve, and a wet station 

a. flatter curve,,. The. wet regime at Roberta Field, Liberia, is; 

outstanding,.. The. transitional character of the. regimes at Mai— 

duguri and El. Geheina, are well, marked. Also., the. difference 

between El Geneina, and El. Fäsher-,, only 194 miles= apart,, is. in w 

sharp- contrast, to. the., almost, complete.' identity between Khar-r 

toum and El. Fäsher,. over 500 miles; from each, other», This; 

shows; olea^ly that. El Fäsher- rainfall is part of the. eastern 

circulation*, to? the; exclusion :  r^- m   R-Ä«Ä.-?;rv= G-'ene-ina-»   Th& latitudinal 

progression of' the. rainfall regime in. the; Sudan, is. well brought 

out by comparison of the Wait,, Khartoum,, and Kareima curves. 

And finally,,. the; individuality of the Gura curve shows; the. 

special orographic. effect by its/ extreme: steepness; in the. be- 

ginning; and its abnormal, flattening; at. the: end.   This; reflects 

both, the. intense- character' of the- precipitation and its reg- 

ular recurrence, -4t 
--  - U- 
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APFENIHX I 

SUGGESTIONS ON MAP ANALYSIS 

: The surface synoptic weather chart in the tropics is 

not always the same kind of forecasting tool that it is in 

temperate latitudes« For the most part, the systems are sta- 

tionary, and, of course, the very basis sf synoptic, forecast- 

ing involves the concept, öf motion or change,, The-above, does 

hot imply that the systems' are. d'e.ad.. They frequently exhibit 

apparent shifts in position and orientation* If real, these 

are important and must therefore be carefully analyzed* Fur- 

thermore, as has been previously shown, the wea.ther period^ 

ically changes from a stationary to a. disturbed type. Dur- 

ing such periods the synoptic weather chart, is; of prime, im- 

portance as. a forecasting, tool.. The: usual abruptness, of the. 

transition demands alertness on the part of the, forecaster* 

The essential function of the surface synoptic chart in\ 

this region is to serve as an ideal model, of the gradient 

flow patterns. Used in this way, it helps transform in the 

forecaster's mind a jumble of disconnected and confusing 

facts into an organized and logical, whole. Combined with the 

winds aloft, it is a substitute for an isentropic or fixed 

level upper air chart. It is an excellent practice... by the- 

way, to plot the winds for at least two upper levels on the 

surface chart. It is important to remember, however, that 

the synoptic, chart represents the gradient, but that the 

— i - 
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real flew deviates considerably from this', Thus- the/stream- 

lines will have a, tendency to intersect, the isobars: at. a. 

sharp angle« 

Hi order to utilize the synoptic chart in. the manner 

outlined, every effort should'fee put. forth- to- receive an: ex- 

tensive network of reports» Although practical forecasting 

can be. carried- out with a. limited set, of' data,, real under— 

standing of the' atmospheric processes-. in; this region is; im-*- 

possible under these conditions.. The- accumulation: of' extenr- 

sive- data will result in an.inevitable ctelay in- the. final 

completion, of the chart! Somverif. it is possible--to- use-"the. 

chart for forecasting even before it: is completed^ provided! 

the continuity is good, It is important constantly to go- 

back and correct the analysis as more data- become^ availa-- 

ble.. Iri fxtremeiy hot climates. i.t wül, be- difficult to- 

erase lines, so. that it is; better to delay completion of the 

chart until all the data has- been plotted. - 

Since,, at best, the station, density is quite low,, each 

report must be weighed carefully in drawing isobars. If iso- 

bars are drawn mechanically for each pressure value, a mean- 

ingless set of lines results. While, on. the other hand.,, if 

too many values are ignored in order- to fit a preconceived 

analysis-, a rigidity of pattern results, which will tend to. 

conceal many significant details» Barometry standards are 

not high in Central Africa» Most observations are taken by 

semi-trained native personnel., so. that the. percentage of: per— 

:fe« 
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sonal error is, greater than in the United. States.    Further- 

more, many elevate»! stations have not been accurately sur- 

veyed, so that, reduction to sea level: is another source of error. 

Also,, for any considerable area, there is an unavoid~ 

able absence of simultaneity.    Thus,    on the "whole,    the 

analysts has more freedom of interpretation in isobaric anal- 

ysis.    However, if a. numWl? of reports seem consistent with 

each other,, it. is. ne& s^f©; ko deviate too far from them," 

Wind directions: and' velocities are impör-i?aht criteria in 

shaping-, "isobars,.   The except ions; are, coastal breezes^ .if 

light,, and orographic- «gaids.. _ - _ 

In. frontal analysis,, historical; c\mtinuity of pattern 

and wind discontinuities are by far the most- important. essr 

siderations.*    In tracing winter cold fronts from the north, 

the. shift iri wind, direction «ay not be very great,, but. there 

will be. considerable discontinuity in velocity*.    The Q600 

GMT chart,,t for example,, might show .a station south of the 

front to have a normal surface wind of northeast., force 2, 

and behind the front, the wind would be north-northwest> 

force 4 or 5».   Moisture content reacts much more slowly to 

a frontal passage and is therefore of lesser importance as 

a frontal criterion.;   In considering moisture discontinuities, 

.. ._ .1 .k-L -I  •! —• 
"J.I»5    nUCVl'ISl'     KflC    JUUXÖ" caution, should be exercised in, determini; 

ture values, are representative or whether they occur' only in 

the. surface layer., It should be remembered that, in Central 
c 

c 

Africa, especially in. the Dry Seas.on,, large- natural surface 
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moist lire gradients. exist because, of. variation in vegetation 

and relative position with respect to large bodies of water. 

Temperatüre discontinuities alone should never be used to 

determine frontal position. It has already been pointed out 

that temperatures are largely a function of cloud cover, and 

also, that, the= diurnal cycle masks other effects» Even- in the 

case of the most vigorous cold .fronts,, the temperature drop 

may lag by as-much- -as- 12- to- 1$- hours:., This'is stressed .be*« 

cause experience has shown that, the most Common errors in an- 

alysis, in these regions' can be traced to overemphasis of sur~ 

face temperature discontinuities»: 

In general, the analysis should be simple. Complex'double 

front structures should be studiously avoided« It is well 

to remember that this is a region theraodynamically unfavert- 

able to the development of fronts and that they exist at all 

only by virtue of large scale discontinuities in the general 

circulation* It. may be important for forecasting purposes 

to outline "certain moving boundaries or zones. These might 

be areas of thunderstorm activity, or moist surface air«. 

This is perfectly legitimate provided such markings are' 

differentiated from fronts. .Such zones do show systematic 

motion.,, as has been shown in Chapter VI,. hut they are not 

fronts, and should therefore not be confused with fronts. 
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APPENDIX II 

i 

•   ~    - TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED IN THE STUDY : 

t 

This appendix is an attempt" at clarification of the less 

obvious methods of analysis and presentation of data which 

were used in this study• 

THE WIND -CäSPONENT„DIAGRAM m.UV CHART. The construc- 

tion of the .UV chart, or wind component diagram,, is^ the- -pre- 
c v 

liminary step in the process of detailed circulation analy- 

sis employed in the present study. If the UV chart is im- 

properly constructed or carelessly analyzed,, the construc- 

tion of further, derived charts is completely pointless. 

The computation of the values to be entered on the chart 

is, of course, completely =mechenical» A logical analysis 
c 

of the= chart, however, requires that the analyst have a 
# 

complete knowledge of the general circulation and the poss- 

ible deviations therefrom in the area under consideration. 

The UV chart may he constructed either for a level or for a 

layer, the essential technique involved being the same in 

either case. 

Given a wind of velocity   v and direction angle  ^c  ,. the 

two components of the wind, U (west-east) and V (south-north), 

are expressed as follows: 

U =• v cos £. j       4 s   « sin £, 

Thus, a. positive: value of U results when 180°<<£,<, 3.60°, and a   ; 

negative value when 0°^<£, ^180°.    Similarly,- V is positive when 

- :V — 
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90^-JL ^270° and. negative, when 2?0°/^ £360° and when 0°£ «^ 

<. 90°.    In cases where the   units of   v   , äs taken from the ob^ 

served data, are different from, those of U and V, as desired in 

the. analysis, a conversion, factor must be employed..    The entire 

computation may be greatly facilitated by the construction 

of a table by means of which the observed data in their ori- 

ginal units are converted directly into values of U- and 'V in 

the desired units,:' 

When the values of. U and V have been- computed for the 

level desired'or averaged by approximate integration for the 

layer, desired, they are. entered on the surface map,, and iso- 

plethe of =U= and= V ar-e drawn, by the analyst...   A comprehensive 

discussion, of the technique of analysis of the IN diagram is 

unnecessary here,,, it being merely necessary to point put that- 

the analyst must exercise the same care that he Would use,, " 

for instance,- in, isobarie or isallobaric analysis of the sur- 

face synoptic chart. 

Once the analysis is complete, grid points over the en- 

tire 'area are selected, their selection depending upon the 

degree of refinement justified by the data»    To facilitate 

further computations, the grid points should be at the cor- 

ners of square areas of equal size«    In an area near the equa- 

tor, .such as the one in the present study, the. c grid points may 

be chosen at the intersection of equally spaced lines of lati- 

tude and longitude without significant error/ since a degree 

of longitude near the equator represents very nearly the same 
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distance, as a degree of latitude. Onpe the- grid points have 

been selected, values of U and V at each grid point are de-, 

termihed from the analysis by interpolation and are entered 

directly on the chart., 

THE FLCOT CHART. The- fl.cw chart is derived, immediately 

from the analyzed UV chart.« Using the values of V and. V pre- 

viously found by interpolation, the wind direction, and. velqc- 

ity for each grid points are found by entering the values pf; 

ü an.d V in a. table which, except, for the absence of a, units: 

factor-, is= exactly- the inverse- of the table originally used 

to determine U- and V-, The subsequent prppedvice is s.%. the dils.««- 

cretipn. of the analyst and depends mainly upon the de,grep of; 

refinement desired. The simplest procedure is- merely to- com- 

pute the. wind travel during a period of, say, 6- hours by mul- 

tiplying, the wind velocity in miles per hour' by .6 and plotting; 
c 

the resulting distance as a vector emanating- from the grid 

point;    this was the method employed in the construction Pf 

Figs« 37 & 30.    The wind travel vector pattern can. be .smoothed 

out and made more representative of actual wind travel by 

using a second approximation.    This process was employed in 

the construction of Figs. 2, 4,, 7, & 9» in. which each- arrow 

represents 24-hour wind travel and is the seconiapproximatipn 

to a secant to the true streamline of the  air proceeding, from' 

the position of the grid point« 

THE MONTHLY MEAN. FIVE-DAY. TRAJECTORY' CHART.  Fig. 10., the 

chart of monthly mean five-day trajectories ending, in Khartoum, 

- vii 
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was constructed from the ..monthly mean UV charts' representing 

the mean wind for a layer from the surface ,to 10,000 feet 

above mean sea level.    The trajectories are actually portions 

of mean monthly streamlines^passing through Khartoum»    Over 

a period of a. month, however, mean trajectories and mean stream? 

lines should be practically identical, especially in the are», 

under consideration»    The trajectories were constructed by 

the usual, method of successive approximation- except that the 

UV chart, instead of the  surface map or ordinary upper-wind 

chartj ;Was; used^ to determine -the wind direction, and velocity 

at eachi point encountered.. c 

THE DIVEBaEMCE CHART.' This- chart is a graphical repre-r 

sent at ion of horizontal divergence..    The basic equation is: 

diV      ....    TK.   +     ^ 

Thus,.in an area where this quantity is positive, there is a 

net outflow and hence a net subsidence of.air, and, in an. 

area where this quantity is negative, there is a net inflow 

and hence a net ascendance-of air.    The computation of this 

quantity is accomplished as follows: 

ua va 

• 
% vb 

A 

E 

" 

B 

[  

Ud % uc \ 
D. C 
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The figure represents a portion: of' the. UV chart, grid formee- 

by t:he intersectiöh.of equally spaced, latitude, and longitude; 

lines.   Values of U and V are shown, plotted, at the- four grid, 

points, A, B, Cj, D«.   As previously pointed, out, the figure 

ABC$ is very nearly a. square in. the latitudes, under consider- 

ation,.   If the length of the side of the square is denoted 

by L. 

(along line.- ABi)' 

(along; line: t)Q) 

(along, line SA) 

(along line- 

A* 
UifcL .-^-LijaL 

•I* 

Li     , 

At point E,, the center of the square,. 
-Ua •vUjdf. 1 

ana   . ., , 

and^V    *    „|&.^ 3.Y_ 

(approximately)^ 

( äppr oximately •). j 

AÜ» -f   AAL, (approsdmately) 
A'X Ay 

Since, however^, the numerical magnitude' of divergence is of 

no practical interest except in. the. relative sense,, the. fac- 

tor sgr- may be omitted.    The mechanical process of computation 

is as follows:.     Ub   ~~Ua f   Vb   - V0 ,    üc - %,and Va-   V^ are 

Computed and plotted on a worksheet on which" the grid-point 

network has been reproduced on a smaller scale»    These quan^- 

titi^s ase then added algebraically, giving the quantity 

2L x div, which is then plotted at point E on the divergence 

chart.    Lines of equal divergence, are then drawn for conven— 

ient intervals: by the analyst». 
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"THE. VORTlCITy CHART» The vorticity chart- is construe- 

ted in? ä, manner similar t\i that' ssipieyed, 'in the construction 

of the divergence, chart,.   The fundamental equation is:> 

•This, quantity'is positive in. the, case of. cyclonic vorticity 

and negative, in the case of anticyclonic vor-t-isü ty.   Referring 

to- the- figure included in the. discussion of the. divergence 

chart,. .we> have:; 

The- quantities yfe• \4; Vc -V* f Mdl*U*, U^r w*       ^s:Cök= 

puted andt plotted on the separate. work-sheet as in the construc- 

tion of the' divergence chart..   These values are then added al- 

gebraically to give the quantity \$fa }? , which is plotted at point 

£.x>ncthe vorticity chart.   Lines' of equal vorticity are. then   "' 

drawn by the analyst, for convenient, intervals«. 

THE.G0MVERGSM6E. PLUS; VORTISlTr qHART. This chart is. con- 

structed from' corresponding diveügenc.e and vorticity charts 

by adding,, for each grid point, the -negative Valve of diver-. 

gehce, 1« e»,, convergence^ t« the positive value of vorticity, 

i» e.,, cyclonic—vorticity. Fig., 4Q is. an example of this type 

of chart. No examples-, of charts' of divergence or vorticity 

alone are included in this study* 

' THSF^g^^^^vaEYSlo- —RKmifSMüDiÜ ÜHÄRTS.    Two method!?, 

of analysis of the. rainy season pseudo.-adiabatic charts 

were employed in. this: study..   In the: first, method, the con- 

vectiye condensation-level, is: assumed:   to, be the intersection 

V, 

^ 
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«f the average q line ,f#r the first 1,000 feet above the sur- 

face with the environment curve.    The average^ q is computed 

from, the surface and l,000-fo»t values, giving double weight 

to- the-surface value.    Negative and positive areas and crit- 

ical temperature are determined in the usual manner.    The an- 

alysis arrived at by the second method gives the actual therm- 

odynamic structure of the upper air at the time of xnaximum. 

convention as inferred from- the- sounding and fron the, recorded 

maximum temperature.    The recorded maximum temperature is. 

plotted »n lthe pseudo-adiabatic chart at the- surface»   level, 

and a dry adiabat is drawn upward from this pai-ht^throug-h 

the environment curve..   The adiabatic layer thus, determined 

is assumed t« be thoroughly mixed and- ts have a uniform spec- 

ific humidity throughout.    Thus, the convective: condensation 

level is the. intersection of the- average q line for the mixed 

layer thus found with the environment curve or the maximum- 

temperature dry adiabät, whichever it intersects first.    Pos- 

itive and negative areas are put in in the usual mariner. 

The superiority of the second method as a technigue^of 

analysis is graphically illustrated by fig, 53 j which shows 

daily values of the surface dew point temperature at the time 

of the maximum temperature compared to values corresponding 

to the average q values found by the two methods.    The use 

of the first method results in a consistently large over- 

statement of the moisture content in the lower layers and 

hence, in practically every case, an overstatement of the in - 

- xi - 
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tensity of oonvectiye activity,, 

The. days of the.- 1°42.' Rainy Season were classified by amount 

of rainfall, into.* three groups:; no rain,, light, rain, and heavy- 

rain: according, to; recorded- 24-hour' rainfall at- Khartoum, Wadi = 

Se.idna.,. and! Shendi.,, the three- closest,^rainfall stations; to 

the point- where- the airplane; observations; vtere made...   4 day1'» 

rainfall, was classified! under heavy rain if,, during the- 2^ 

hours from MM' Sitt an that day to, .100.0; .GMT on the following 

day,, at least a trace; fell, at, each of the,- station© and at 

least 2$ mnu, fell, at one- or .more! of the stations*   The re- 

maining; r:ain days,, that is>, the days; on which at least a. 

trabe fell, at on?/ or- more,- of the- stations;,, were; classified 

under light rain...   All. the; other days; in the season« were-, of 

course,, grouped under no rain.,   Only heavy rain and nö rain 

days a3?e compared- in. this study*   Average. pseM'o-adiabatic 

charts: and Rossby diagramis were prepared for' the; twor class- 

ifications, .      . 

A daily calculation of the, amount, of precipit able water 

in the first, 12:, 00,0 feet above the, surface was also made- for 

the- days of the ^Rainy Season»      The formula, used w-as:; 

%. =    K  j ö;,     <* dp 

where Wp is the amount, of pracipitable water- in inches in. 

the layer from, the surface- to.- height h„ q, is the specific, 

humidity in. grams per kilogram-, at pressure; p millibars,, and 

K is a units; factor. 

mmFMJUmMSSSi—RAIIFAEE, mumm«     Rainfall pattern 

— xäii. **• 
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charts, 34 illustrated by Fig^s» 3-41. & 34B>, were constructed 

from rainfall data supplied by the'Sudan Government Meteorolo- 

gical Service« • The data available consisted of 24-hour rain« 

fail totals for each day of the year 1942 for each,of the 30 

rainfall stations in. the Anglö-rEgyptiatt Sudani   .Due; to the in- 

equitable distribution of the stations over the area (Fig. 52j 

W.-=*. upper wind station, R, * rainfäll station,)', it was neicess^-- 

äry to utilize amc^fied^Tiaessen network.invorder: .to arr-^xe- 

at ä smooth picture of the actual pattern* 

The first step- in the analysis: was the division of the 

Sudan-into; ten regions of equal are.aj this division: was; cärr- 

ied; out, in- such ä manner as to preserve the greatest, possibly' 

degree of homogeneity of rainfall xvithin each region»    That 

is> the regions were not chosen arbitrarily but were, selected 

•only after due consideration of the effect of topography on\ 

rainfall, the latitudinal variation of rainfall intensity>. 

and. the   distribution of rainfall with-   respect ^to the inter- 

tropical front.- 

Next'a modification of the Thiessen network .aethod was 

used to determine the weight to be given each station within 

or immediately adjacent to any particular region in deter- 

mining the average rainfall for the region.    An example of 

the Thiesssn network is shown in Fig.. 54*    The average rain- 

fall for the area ABCD is to be determined approximately on 

the basis of the rainfall data furnished by stations E, f,, 

G, and HV    The sphere of influence of any particular station,.. 

- xiii- 
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iv;e.«>. the- area- o~f which- the station--iaay be, assumed' to. be, rep,- 

resentative, is 'determined; as. being that: area. in> which every 

point is closer to. the station: under consideration, than to 

ariy other station; in: or adjacent to the. region;,.   According 
r 

to a common theorem of' geometry,,, the., perpendicular bisector 

of a line joining two points is everywhere equidistant from, 

the. two points,.   Hence the. boundary.lines.; of the area repre> 

sehted by any station- are the- perpendicular- bisectors: of the; 

lines joining the- station to- surrounding; stations:»,   Thus;,, in* 

Eig«, 54*- *&& connecting; lines-,. Etf,, EG*,. Gff,; HE.* .-H?V and EG,, 

were drawn,, and their- respective perpendicular bisectors.^, 

E:'E»,. F«»G,«',. G' K«* H;"E'», Ht>!''':F,:,-,,:,, and E:""*G-»'•'",, were con- 

structed.    The portions: of' region, ABCD. representedby stations^ 

E, P, G,7 and H are- then, respectively,, areas; AE>3Bf'••,,.. Ei'-BiII,, 

BCG'J,. andDE.nI«IGl.    (it will be noted that line EG-and it"s 

perpendicular.' bisector E"'' '&"' are superfluous-,.);    The magnir 

tades of the four areas' may be determined by any convenient 

method,. ( In this study the entire map of the. Sudan, was repro;- 
j-y 

ducedt en fine/squared plotting, paper, and the areas were de- 

termined Jby counting squares.) but they are, in; any event,, 

finally expressed as percentages of the total area ABGD.. The 

average rainfall for- the region is then, computed as- the sum: 

of the products^ of' the individual station, rainfall observa- 

tions and their respective weight percentages«. , 

'= Due to the large latitudinal variation- in-, the; intensity 

of rainfall, in the- Sudan-,, the individual, daily rainfall. 

xi-V 
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amojtfits for each of the- ten regions; were, ejcpressed as "per- 

centages of Rainy Season. (July and August)total for the re.-r 

gion instead of as actual amount sV   Finally, isppleths of 

percentage were drawn for each- day of the Rainy Season, .and 

EL'gs» 3.4A & 34B were chosen for presentation as typical. 

sgriesi, 

•-•     RAINFALL MULYSIS^TrRMmyMINPAgL, ggCMTAGSS.,     Fig:,. 

51 was prepared to:demohs1^ä.te7='differehce.sin, rainftäll re-- 

gime between various stations in Central. Africa^,   It; was 

prepared from 24~hour da-H-y rainfall amounts: observed   at 

each of "the stations during, the Rainy Season*.   The first. 

step in. the method consisted in ranking- the daily rains at- 

e*vh station in --descending order of magnitude.    Next,, cum- 

ulative totals, starting with, the largest 24-hpur rainfall 

amount as the first total,; were preparsd;? and corresponding 

.cumulative percentages-of the grand total were computed.. 

The results were plotted on rectangular coordinate paper, 

.the coordinates being ranked against- cumulative-   percentages. 
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Figure 1 - Typical Chart, Dry Season (o600 December k, 1942) 
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Figure  2 - Uüe JQay Trajectories 
Layer   :- Surface to 1Ü.Ü0U Feet 

January 
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figure 3 - typical Chert4  Season of Approaching Hains 
Vpo.QO i-iay 2Ü t 1-9^3.) 
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•Figure 5.-Five Day Trajectories in the Lower Troposphere- 
Hay. 19.43   • 
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Figure 7 - One Day Trajectories 
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July 
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?ig,"ure 9 - One Day Trajectories 
Layer:- Surface, to 10,000 Feet 

October 
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Figure 10 - Monthly Mean Five Bay Trajectories 
(Terminating at Khartoum 
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Photograph of Haboob 
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Figure 25 - Habo^b Thermograph Traces. 
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Figur©- 2b - Typical Chart, Sandstorm (Oo.OO, July 5, 19.^3). 
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figure 29 - Harioattan Haze (0600, Sunday» 21 February., 19I+3), 
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at? Pigure 30 - Harmattan Haze (060O, Monday, 22 Fcbrucxy, 19^3). • 
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figure 31. - Harma.ttan Haze (06OO, Tuesday, 23 February,: 19I+3). 
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Figure 32 - Harmattan Haze (ü600 Wednesday, 24 February, 1943). 
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figure: 3UA, - Rainfall Patterns 
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Figure. 3^3 - Einfall Patterns - Isopl.eths of Seasonal Percentage. 
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Figure 1+8 - Hainfäll Probability Chart-Khartoura Area. 
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Figure 52 - Wind and Hainfall Stations. 
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